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ABSTRACT

Disordered semiconducting materials offer cost effective, solution processable alternatives to highly crystalline semiconducting materials for utilization in a variety of optoelectronic devices. However, characterization of these complex materials systems using
bulk spectroscopic methods is heavily influenced by chemical and morphological heterogeneity inherent to the material. The experiments described in this thesis are designed to
improve the fundamental understanding of the photophysical processes in disordered solution processed semiconducting materials by developing and utilizing high spatial resolution
spectroscopic methods.
Chapters 2-4 will outline the experimental and theoretical development of two superresolution spectroscopic techniques. First (chapters 2 & 3), structured pump-probe microscopy (SPPM) utilizes a structured excitation profile along with a diffraction limited
probe pulse to achieve ~100 nm spatial resolution. Using SPPM it is also possible to collect
time resolved spectroscopic data from a sub-diffraction limited volume. Second (chapter
4), label-free saturated structured excitation microscopy (LF-SSEM) is theoretically developed. LF-SSEM is experimentally similar to SPPM but exploits the saturation of the absorption process to achieve even greater resolution enhancement. Here, simulated LFSSEM is shown to achieve ~33 nm spatial resolution.
Chapter 5 demonstrates the utilization of PPM to investigate exciton transport in
the organic semiconducting polymer (OSP), poly [N-9’’-hepta-decanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt5,5-(4’,7’-di-2-thienyl-2’,1’,3’-benzothiadiazole)] (PCDTBT). Although OSPs have
shown great promise for use in a variety of optoelectronic applications, much remains unknown about their excited state dynamics. The data reported here represents a significant
contribution to the rapidly growing wealth of knowledge pertaining to OSP systems. Specifically, the microscale exciton diffusivity observed in PCDTBT thin films using PPM is
found to reach 3.2 cm2/s.
Chapter 6 examines a technique in the early stages of development and optimization
that is able to detect excited state carrier diffusion with increased sensitivity and accuracy
compared to PPM. Differential detection pump-probe microscopy (DDPPM) uses two
probe pulses to selectively eliminate the signal of carriers that have not diffused beyond
the boundaries of the initial excitation.
The experiments described within this dissertation are diverse, yet the common goal
is to increase and improve the knowledge of photophysical properties in disordered semiconducting materials. This goal takes two forms in the development of novel spectroscopic
methodology and the characterization of complex materials using PPM. The singular result
is the advancement of basic science pertaining to complex semiconducting materials systems.

1
CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

The integration of semiconducting materials into every day devices such as cell
phones, computers, cameras, etc. has pushed the limits of basic research and development
to meet industrial, research, and consumer demands. Traditionally, high quality, single
crystal inorganic semiconductors have been used for these applications despite the high
cost of fabrication [1]. However, a separate class of semiconductors termed disordered
semiconductors, shows great promise as low-cost alternatives to current technology. Examples of disordered semiconductors include polycrystalline inorganic/organic materials,
as well as amorphous organic materials, both of which are often solution processed [2-4].
While promising from the standpoint of low fabrication cost, the complex physical and
chemical morphology of disordered semiconductors, as suggested by their name, complicates the characterization of their electronic properties when using spectroscopic techniques that average over a large surface area. Therefore, the performance of disordered
semiconductor-based devices is often limited by the incomplete understanding of the materials photophysical parameters. This thesis outlines work toward understanding the role
of morphology on the transport properties in organic polymer thin films, a type of disordered semiconductor, and the development of novel superresolution spectroscopic methods
that can be used to deconvolve the effects of physical and chemical morphology from photophysical dynamics.
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The types of spatial heterogeneities that complicate disordered semiconductors include point defects and grain boundaries, as well as morphological and chemical variations
[5]. These heterogeneities can occur on the same nanometer length scales as excited state
diffusion, trapping mechanisms, and scattering. As a result, bulk spectroscopic data will
convolve together the effects of both sample heterogeneity and the inherent photophysics
of the material. Therefore, as the demand for nanoscale semiconductor-based devices increases, it becomes necessary to develop and utilize spectroscopic techniques capable of
accurately characterizing excited state dynamics across length scales free (or with reduced
effects) of spatial heterogeneity.
The technique primarily used in this thesis is pump-probe microscopy (PPM). PPM
is an ultrafast, label-free spectroscopic method capable of directly observing excited state
dynamics on length scales restricted by the diffraction limit of light [6-9]. This thesis outlines efforts designed to develop spectroscopic techniques that can go beyond the capabilities of PPM by surpassing the diffraction limit of light (chapters 2 - 4) [10-16]. The techniques developed here are strongly influenced by fluorescence based superresolution techniques that earned the Nobel Prize in Chemistry (2014), but are modified to allow imaging
of non-fluorescent materials with ultrafast temporal resolution [17-22]. Similarly, chapter
6 describes the development of a technique that provides increased sensitivity to excited
state diffusion compared with current PPM technology. The three novel techniques described within this thesis (chapters 2-4, 6) represent significant contributions to the nanoscale research community and provide unique methodologies that are well suited to
study complex, nanoscale, heterogeneous materials systems.
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Optoelectronic devices, specifically photovoltaics, are traditionally designed
around high quality, crystalline, inorganic semiconductors such as silicon, gallium arsenide, or cadmium telluride [23]. Polycrystalline and organic semiconductors represent viable alternatives to inorganic semiconductors and are also solution processable, cost effective, and environmentally friendly [24]. Specifically, organic semiconducting polymers
(OSPs) show promising potential for applications including organic field-effect transistors,
light emitting diodes, and photovoltaics [2, 25-29]. However, the fundamental photophysical processes that determine the effectiveness of OSPs are not well understood. In chapter
5 PPM is used to characterize the excited state dynamics of poly [N-9’’-hepta-decanyl-2,7carbazole-alt-5,5-(4’,7’-di-2-thienyl-2’,1’,3’-benzothiadiazole)] (PCDTBT). As a result,
exceptionally high rates of exciton diffusivity are reported that can be attributed, in part, to
microscale regions of self-organized polymer chains. These microscale regions consist of
highly conjugated networks that result in long range delocalization and increased transport
of photoexcited species. The diffraction limited spatial resolution (~200 nm) of PPM reduces the spatial heterogeneity of the amorphous polymer region that is probed, consequently revealing photophysical phenomena that are typically averaged over in ensemble
measurements.
The work described in this dissertation has yielded both novel spectroscopic methodology and a description of the excited state dynamics in complex organic semiconducting polymers to the nanoscale research community. The remainder of chapter 1 will describe the experimental details of PPM, as well as necessary background information with
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respect to superresolution spectroscopy and organic semiconductor photophysics to support the content of subsequent chapters.

1.2 Pump-Probe Microscopy

PPM is a vital spectroscopic tool for the characterization of complex materials systems. The combination of femtosecond temporal resolution and diffraction limited spatial
resolution allows for the direct correlation of material morphology and excited state dynamics while reducing the contributions of microscale chemical and morphological heterogeneities that are averaged over with traditional bulk spectroscopic techniques [7-9]. PPM
utilizes two laser pulses; the pump pulse, which creates an excited state population and the
probe pulse which is used to observe the temporal and spatial evolution of the excited state
population. In a transmissive geometry, the nonlinear material response manifests as a
pump dependent transient change in the transmitted probe light. Depending on the transient
spectrum of the material at specific pump and probe wavelengths, three transient responses
may contribute to the observed signal; Stimulated Emission (SE), Ground State Bleach
(GSB), and Transient Absorption (TA) [30]. Figure 1.1 shows the energy level diagram
descriptions of these three responses. Most notably, SE and GSB result in increased transmission of the probe pulse due to photoexcitation while TA results in reduced transmission
of the probe pulse following photoexcitation.
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Figure 1.1. Three level description of the transient response in transmissive
PPM experiments. (A) The pump pulse initially promotes an excited state
population. (B) SE is a result of the excited state returning to the ground
state by emitting a photon coherent with the incident probe pulse. (C) GSB
is due to the reduced ground state absorption of the probe pulse. Both SE
and GSB represent an increase in the transmitted probe pulse (ΔT > 0) and
are therefore indistinguishable without further spectroscopic knowledge of
the system. (D) TA is the absorption of the probe pulse by the excited state
population resulting in decreased transmission of the probe pulse (ΔT < 0).

Panel A of Fig. 1.2 shows the basic schematic of the home-built pump-probe microscope used in the experiments described in this thesis. A Ti:Sapphire laser is used in coordination with various optomechanical components to spatially and temporally vary the
pump and probe pulses. Leveraging the material dependent transient responses described
in Fig. 1.1, PPM provides three methods of data collection. These three methods, termed
spatially correlated imaging, excited state kinetics, and spatially separated imaging, are
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discussed below and shown in panels B, C, and D of Fig. 1.2. Each of these three methods
provides unique information regarding the excited state dynamics in diffraction limited
volumes of complex materials systems.

Figure 1.2. Overview of PPM. (A) Schematic of the PPM experiment. The output
of a Ti:Sapphire laser (80 MHz, 800 nm, 100 fs) produces both pump and probe
pulses. Both pump and probe arms are directed toward acoustooptic modulators
(AOM). The probe beam is directed to both a computer controllable delay stage
and a set of galvanometer (GV) mirrors in order to control the spatial and temporal
position relative to the pump. The pump is directed to a photonic crystal fiber (PCF
to vary the excitation wavelength. The pump and probe pulses are then recombined
prior to a 4-f lens system and collinearly directed into the back aperture of a microscope objective (100x, 0.9 NA). (B) Spatially overlapped image of a silicon
nanowire. (C) Excited state kinetics of free carriers in a silicon nanowire. (D) Spatially separated image of charge carrier density ( t = 0 ps) following photoexcitation of a silicon nanowire.
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1.2.1 Spatially Overlapped Imaging
PPM can be used to collect wide field images of a material’s transient response by
spatially overlapping the pump and probe pulses on the sample surface. The sample can
then be raster scanned behind this pump-probe field to produce an image of the material’s
transient response at specific pump-probe delay times ( t ). The transient signal can manifest as any of the three processes described in Fig. 1.1, while the signal magnitude is proportional to the number of photoexcited states [31]. Panel B of Fig. 1.2 shows an example
of the spatially overlapped imaging performed on a silicon nanowire when t = 0 ps. Due
to the nanoscale dimensions of the silicon nanowire (100 nm diameter), the image in panel
B also provides information about the spatial resolution of the imaging system. When the
imaged object is well below the diffraction limit of light (<< 200 nm) it can be treated as a
delta function. As a result, the horizontal cross section at the maximum pump-probe signal
in panel B is representative of the optical system point spread function (PSF). The specifics
of image resolution will be discussed in more detail within chapters 2-4.

1.2.2 Excited State Kinetics
Characterizing the relaxation mechanisms of the excited state using PPM is performed by spatially overlapping the pump and probe beams while varying the pump-probe
delay time. The time dependent decrease in excited state population can be fit with various
decay functions (sum of exponentials, power law, etc…) to identify potential relaxation
pathways [32]. An example of excited state kinetics is shown in panel C of Fig. 1.2 where
the excited state decay of free carriers in a silicon nanowire is fit with a single exponential
and the excited state lifetime is 53 ps. As discussed above, the spatial resolution of this
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experiment is defined by the PSF of the optical system which remains diffraction limited.
However, experiments and modeling results presented in chapters 2 and 3 will demonstrate
the possibility of collecting time dependent spectroscopic information from a sub-diffraction limited volume of the sample.

1.2.3 Spatially Separated Imaging
Spatially separated imaging is performed by holding the pump pulse in a constant
location on the sample and scanning the probe pulse over the localized excitation at a series
of increasing pump-probe delay times ( t ). An example of a spatially separated image is
shown in panel D of Fig. 1.2 where t = 0 ps. The purpose of spatially separated imaging
is to extract the rate with which excited state species diffuse through the material. Diffusive
motion can be described by

dN
N
 Dc 2 N 
dt


(1.1)

where N is the concentration of excited states, Dc is the diffusion constant of the material,
 is the Laplace operator, and  is the excited state lifetime [33]. The photoexcited species

will diffuse from areas of high concentration to regions of lower excited state concentration. Therefore, the spatially separated image distributions will broaden as t increases.
The time dependent distribution of the excited state population can be described by the
double convolution of the pump and probe beam spatial coordinates and the linear diffusion
equation [34]. Under the assumption that both the pump and probe beam profiles are Gaussian and that there is no excited state decay, the one-dimensional time dependent spatially
separated image ( G(t ) ) can be defined by
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4( x) 2 ln(2)
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  1   2  16 ln(2) Dc t 

(1.2)

where  1 and  2 are the full width at half maximums (fwhms) of the pump and probe
beams, respectively, and Dc is the local diffusion constant. Integrating multiple spatially
separated images collected at increasing pump-probe delay times along either the x or y
axes produces a series of time dependent excited state distribution profiles. Each profile
can be fit with a Gaussian function whose time dependent fwhm,  (t ) , is given by,

 (t )    (t0 )2  16 ln(2) Dc  t  t0   .
1/2

(1.3)

Here  (t0 )2 is the square of the fwhm when t  t0  0 ps (the maximum of the transient
signal where  (t0 )   1   2 ) which eliminates the contribution of  1 and  2 from Eq. 1.2
[35, 36]. This technique will be described in more detail in chapter 5 pertaining to the
characterization of exciton diffusion in organic semiconducting polymers as well as in
chapter 6 where work has begun on developing a novel approach to increase the sensitivity
of PPM to diffusive motion.

1.3 Superresolution Microscopy

Characterization of complex materials by visible light is limited to length scales
greater than the diffraction limit of light (~200 nm) [37]. Both Abbe and Rayleigh similarly
define the resolution of diffraction limited optical systems as
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Abbe  d Abbe    fwhmmin
2 NA
Rayleigh  d Rayleigh  1.22
2 NA

(1.4)

where fwhmmin is the PSF of the optical system at the diffraction limit,  is the imaging
wavelength, and NA is the numerical aperture of the optical system. Equation 1.4 also
defines the minimum distance ( d ) at which two point emitters can be resolved from one
another according the respective description [38]. The Abbe diffraction limit and the Rayleigh criterion are presented in Fig. 1.3 where the detected PSF is simulated consistent with
coherent light microscopy and homodyne detection. Panel A shows the profiles of individual PSFs (dashed profiles) of two point emitters (red vertical lines) separated by d Abbe ,
while panel B shows final image profile. Panels C and D show a similar comparison for
point emitters separated by d Rayleigh . In subsequent chapters the superresolution techniques
developed within this thesis will be demonstrated to both reduce the PSF dimension of the
imaging system and successfully resolve two closely spaced objects with respect to both
the Abbe and Rayleigh criterion. [12, 13].
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Figure 1.3. (A, B) Depiction of Abbe’s diffraction limit and the (C, D) Rayleigh
criterion. The point emitters being imaged are represented by delta functions
(red).

The accuracy with which nanoscale materials systems can be characterized by visible light, far field spectroscopic methods is restricted by the diffraction limit (~200 nm).
Therefore, development of optical techniques capable of surpassing the diffraction limit
has been the focus of intense research over the past two decades [17-19, 22, 39]. Current
and commonly used superresolution techniques include stimulated emission depletion
(STED), (saturated) structured illumination microscopy ((S)SIM), photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM), and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) [40,
41]. Each of these techniques relies on the fluorescent nature of the material being characterized. Therefore, despite the improvement in spatial resolution, ultrafast photophysical
processes and non-fluorescent species are not easily characterized by these methods.
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Fig. 1.4 shows a general comparison of the temporal and spatial resolution of fluorescence based superresolution techniques and the label-free ultrafast methods described
later in this section. SIM utilizes patterned excitation profiles, multiple images, and Fourier
domain processing to achieve a two-fold improvement over the diffraction limit. Further,
by exploiting saturated excitation, SSIM can theoretically provide limitless resolution restricted only by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the experiment [22, 39]. STED also exploits nonlinear processes to reduce the volume of the optical system PSF by depleting the
contribution of emitted light beyond the center of a donut shaped pulse [17]. PALM and
STORM can be considered methods of super-localization. Both methods rely on photoswitching of fluorescent chromophores which can be tracked over the course of multiple
images to determine the exact location of emission sites. The spatial resolution is then defined by the certainty of that localization [18, 19].

Figure 1.4. General comparison of previously developed fluorescence
superresolution techniques and the label-free techniques described in
this work [10, 12, 13, 40].
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While the fluorescence based superresolution techniques described above are capable of characterizing fluorescent materials, many materials of interest are non-fluorescent,
or cannot be labeled with fluorescent markers. Therefore, it is necessary to develop labelfree superresolution techniques that are capable of characterizing non-fluorescent materials
and reduce the need to utilize fluorescent markers that may alter the excited state environment of non-fluorescent materials [11, 14, 15]. In the work described below, a technique
inspired by SIM is developed that uses a structured excitation profile to collect additional
high spatial frequency information typically filtered by the optical system. Structured
pump-probe microscopy (SPPM) not only surpasses the diffraction limit of light by a factor
of 2, it also maintains the temporal resolution of conventional PPM (Fig. 1.4) which enables the spectroscopic characterization of sub diffraction limited volumes within complex
materials systems. Further, label-free saturated structured excitation microscopy (LFSSEM) provides ~30 nm spatial resolution. The comparison of the spatial and temporal
capabilities of SPPM, LF-SSEM and fluorescent superresolution techniques is depicted in
Fig. 1.4. Figure 1.4 shows that although utilizing fluorescent superresolution techniques
allows for  10 nm spatial resolution, the temporal resolution is limited to microsecond or
greater time scales. However, the ultrafast techniques described here enable both increased
spatial resolution and sub-ps time resolution.

1.4 The Impact of Superresolution on Complex Material Characterization

The implementation of spectroscopic characterization techniques that can surpass
the diffraction limit is crucial to the accurate understanding of disordered semiconductors,
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polycrystalline thin films, and nanoscale optoelectronic devices. The techniques developed
within this thesis (SPPM, LF-SSEM) represent a significant advancement in the capabilities of PPM to characterize complex nanoscale material systems. One class of materials
that challenges traditional spectroscopic tools are thin films of semiconducting polymers.
Specifically, the organic semiconducting polymer (OSP) poly [N-9’’-hepta-decanyl-2,7carbazole-alt-5,5-(4’,7’-di-2-thienyl-2’,1’,3’-benzothiadiazole)] (PCDTBT) [42]. The heterogeneous nature of PCDTBT and many other organic semiconductors confounds traditional bulk spectroscopic measurements. Therefore, the development of superresolution
techniques and further development of PPM is vital for the accurate characterization of
complex materials systems photophysics. The remainder of chapter 1 will provide relevant
background of photophysical processes in OSPs. Specifically, within the context of organic
photovoltaic applications and the utilization of PPM to characterize material properties.

1.5 Organic Photovoltaics

Organic photovoltaics (OPVs) are of particular interest for producing renewable
energy due to their low cost and ease of manufacturing [43]. Calculations show that solar
cells operating at 12% efficiency and covering only 2% of the world’s total land area,
would provide 67 terawatts (TW) of clean energy; two times the projected energy demands
by the year 2050 (30 TW) [2]. With the most recent power conversion efficiency records
of OPVs reaching a record 13.2 % [44], OPV technology is on the verge of producing the
necessary amount of renewable energy for international sustainability and continued eco-
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nomic growth. However, much remains unknown regarding the nano- and micro scale photophysical parameters that largely determine the photoconversion efficiencies (PCEs) of
OPVs [24]. The inherent heterogeneity of organic semiconducting materials, specifically
amorphous OSPs, complicates spectroscopic characterization leading to variations in reported photophysical parameters such as excited state lifetime and diffusivity. Using PPM
it is possible to reduce the contributions of spatial heterogeneity, gain a more accurate understanding of the excited state dynamics, and provide vital knowledge toward the development of next generation OSPs. In the remainder of this section, the current understanding
of OSP photophysics will be discussed in the context of light harvesting applications. Attention will then be directed toward the specific material, PCDTBT, studied in chapter 5 of
this dissertation.
Following photoexcitation, the primary excited state species in organic semiconducting materials is a coulombically bound electron-hole pair called an exciton [29, 45].
Specific to most OSPs is the generation of Frenkel type excitons which are tightly bound
and largely localized to a single chromophore, as opposed to a Wannier type excitons that
are more weakly bound and extend across multiple chromophores [46, 47]. In contrast,
photoexcitation of inorganic semiconductors results in the generation of free electrons and
holes [48, 49]. Governing the formation of excitons in organic materials vs. inorganic materials is the difference between the dielectric constant of the two classes of materials [50,
51]. The dielectric constant of a semiconducting material denotes to what extent the Coulombic interaction between the electrons and holes is screened [52]. In materials with lower
dielectric constants the dissociation of excitons is less energetically favorable. Dissociation
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of excitons into free carriers is a prerequisite for a functioning photovoltaic cell. Therefore,
understanding the mechanism of exciton dissociation in OSPs is crucial for increasing next
generation OPV PCE.
In an attempt to overcome the energetic barrier associated with exciton dissociation,
organic semiconductors are often utilized in donor-acceptor (D-A) blends. The application
of D-A blends is in direct response to the discovery of the ultrafast charge transfer phenomena that occurs between donor and acceptor materials, first observed in the early
1990’s [53]. In a D-A morphology, donor materials are typically strong optical absorbers
such as OSPs and other organic semiconductors. While acceptor materials have complementary energy levels to the donor material (often a fullerene derivative or other small
organic molecule) such that charge transfer at the interface results in the preferential transfer of the electron to the acceptor material leaving the hole in the donor material [29, 54].
A spatial depiction of exciton generation, transport, and dissociation in a D-A blend
is provided in Fig. 1.5 where the donor material is depicted as an OSP (black lines) and the
electron accepting material is a fullerene derivative (red circles). Initial excitation of the
OSP produces mobile carriers (electrons and holes). However, due to the low dielectric
constant of the OSP the free carriers self-localize within 100 fs to form tightly bound Frenkel-type excitons [46, 55, 56]. These excitons then migrate through the polymer networks
to lower energy states that are present due to varying conjugation lengths within the polymer network [57]. If exciton diffusion intersects with a D-A interface, the energetic landscape promotes efficient exciton dissociation [53]. Once separated, the electron and hole
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are then able to travel along channels in the fullerene and polymer, respectively, towards
the anode and cathode of a working solar cell.

Figure 1.5. Free charge generation mechanism for organic D-A blends. The polymer and
fullerene microstructure is represented by black lines and red circles, respectively. The
initial excitation produces free electron and holes which rapidly self-localize to form a
tightly bound singlet exciton which will only efficiently dissociate at the donor-acceptor
interface.

1.5.1 PCDTBT
To further improve the exciton dissociation efficiency in D-A blends, a new class
of OSPs was developed which have both an electron donating and accepting fragment
within the repeat unit of the polymer. These copolymers have proven to enhance exciton
transport and dissociation due to the inherent energetic landscape caused by the alternating
fragments [42, 58-60]. One copolymer that has been significantly studied as the donor material in photovoltaic applications is poly [N-9’’-hepta-decanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5(4’,7’-di-2-thienyl-2’,1’,3’-benzothiadiazole)] (PCDTBT). When blended with [6,6]-phenyl-C 70 butyric acid methyl ester (PC70BM) as the accepting molecule, PCDTBT based
photovoltaic devices have reached efficiencies approaching 12% [24, 56, 61]. Figure 1.6
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shows the energy level diagram of the bulk heterojunction formed between PCDTBT and
PC70BM. PCDTBT is a highly conjugated copolymer with a relatively low bandgap (1.9
eV) making it an ideal material for absorbing a significant fraction of the visible solar
spectrum. PCDTBT can also be utilized in a variety of optoelectronic applications [26, 62]
and has also been shown to have sufficient operating lifetimes for OPV applications, theoretically extending to 15 years [25]. In Chapter 5 a complete analysis of exciton transport
dynamics in neat PCDTBT is described, including the measurement of micron scale exciton diffusivity in amorphous and aligned polymer chains. Exciton diffusion is a crucial
parameter with respect to the OSP based photovoltaics and other optoelectronic devices.
Understanding the role morphology dependent exciton diffusivity plays in the excited state
dynamics of OSPs will provide vital knowledge to guide the fabrication of next generation
OPVs, synthesis of novel OSPs, and effective use of OSPs in other optoelectronic devices.

Figure 1.6. Energy levels of a bulk heterojunction formed between
PCDTBT and PC70BM.
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1.6 Thesis Organization

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 reports the experimental development of SPPM. SPPM is demonstrated
to be a valid superresolution technique capable of achieving a two-fold increase in spatial
resolution beyond the diffraction limit while maintaining the femtosecond temporal resolution of traditional PPM.
Chapter 3 describes the theoretical background associated with SPPM and provides
a detailed description of the necessary mathematical formulation and experimental modifications to achieve a two-fold increase in resolution relative to the diffraction limit in two
dimensions. Further, the chapter explores how varying pump and probe wavelengths, and
instrument noise affect resolution enhancement.
Chapter 4 describes the theoretical development of LF-SSEM where structured excitation can theoretically produce ~30 nm spatial resolution by exploiting the saturation of
the absorption process. This chapter will describe the necessary experimental requirements
and the image reconstruction process to produce superresolution images under saturated
excitation conditions.
Chapter 5 reports novel findings of exciton diffusion in PCDTBT thin films. Utilizing PPM, unexpected rates of exciton diffusion have been observed and proposed as
being due to localized self-organization of polymer chains. These results are supported by
the macroscopic alignment of polymer chains as well as the development of a coarse grain
Monte Carlo simulation.
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Chapter 6 is a description of ongoing work toward direct imaging and quantification
of sub-10 nm carrier diffusion lengths. Differential detection pump-probe microscopy
(DDPPM) uses two temporally separated pump-probe signals to preferentially increase the
sensitivity of the optical system to the presence of diffusive excited states. Preliminary
results and modeling show that the technique remains limited by the noise of the optical
system but that continued development will result in a useful spectroscopic tool that has
greater sensitivity to diffusive motion than current PPM technology.
Chapter 7 serves to address the broader impacts of the work described in this dissertation by presenting ways to utilize and improve the developed techniques and to continue investigation of OSP photophysics.
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2.1 Introduction
PPM is a powerful tool for studying nonequilibrium dynamics in a variety of complex materials systems including nanostructures, low dimensional semiconductors, and
material interfaces. The simultaneous sub-micron spatial resolution and femtosecond temporal resolution enabled by the technique provides detailed, structurally-correlated insights
into intraparticle heterogeneity [63-65], free carrier transport [35, 66, 67], surface plasmon
propagation [68], and unique interfacial states [69-72], that are inaccessible with conventional spectroscopies or microscopies. However, like all diffraction-limited optical techniques, the spatial resolution of PPM is restricted to probe areas greater than ~ 200 nm as
defined by the Abbe limit [37]:

fwhmmin   .
2NA

(2.1)

where λ is the wavelength of the imaging light, NA is the numerical aperture of the objective, and fwhmmin is the characteristic dimension of the optical system’s point spread function (PSF).
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Imaging at length scales smaller than 200 nm requires approaches that circumvent
the limits of lens-based diffractive microscopes. While a number of fluorescence-based
microscopies [19, 73-78], electron microscopies (SEM and TEM [79]), and Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM [80]) substantially improve spatial resolution, these techniques provide
little or no dynamical information. To interrogate transient dynamics on sub-diffractionlimited length scales, several approaches have been employed. Tip-enhanced techniques
that couple ultrafast laser pulses together with a sub-wavelength scanning probe can resolve ultrafast dynamics on length scales far below the diffraction limit [81, 82]. While
highly promising, these measurements are complicated by a large far-field background that
must be discriminated from the desired tip-localized signal and by perturbations introduced
by system-probe tip coupling which can affect the observed material dynamics. Far-field
approaches are experimentally simpler and can provide insight into electronic environments isolated from the surface [83]. A pump-probe analog to STED was recently reported,
in which a third shaped laser pulse temporally spaced between the pump and probe pulses
saturates an annular region surrounding the central excitation spot [84]. While this approach narrows the effective point spread function of the microscope, the third intense saturation pulse can cause photobleaching and highly-nonlinear light-matter interactions
which may be problematic for both imaging and spectroscopic applications. A similar approach utilizes differential transient absorption in place of saturable absorption, retaining
the use of a third pump pulse in order to confine the dimensions of the pump-probe response
in both linear and nonlinear regimes [85].
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In this chapter, a technique termed Structured Pump-Probe Microscopy (SPPM)
will be described experimentally. SPPM employs a modulated pump excitation field to
provide ultrafast spectroscopic measurements of sub-diffraction-limited sample areas.
SPPM is theoretically related to SIM, a fluorescence imaging technique that utilizes a structured excitation field to improve spatial resolution [15, 20, 22, 86]. Here, the SIM approach
is adapted to PPM by implementing a structured pump excitation field along with a diffraction-limited probe field. Structuring the excitation field expands the optical system’s
optical transfer function (OTF), and improves spatial resolution by nearly a factor of two.
In section 2.2 of this chapter, SPPM is used to characterize free carrier dynamics in silicon
nanowires (NWs) and show the technique can achieve an effective point spread function
(PSF) with a ~114 nm fwhm while maintaining the temporal resolution of PPM. These
results suggest conventional far-field optics, in conjunction with spatial pulse shaping, may
provide an experimentally accessible approach for interrogating dynamics of complex materials systems with sub-100 nm spatial resolution. Section 2.3 of this chapter will provide
a description of the experimental methodology required for SPPM. However, a comprehensive discussion of imaging theory and reconstruction will be provided in chapters 3 and
4.

2.2 Structured Pump-Probe Imaging and Spectroscopy

To achieve the improved PSF of SPPM, a computer-programmable digital micromirror device (DMD) encoded with a fringe pattern is used to create a sinusoidally modulated pump field at the focus of the microscope objective (0.9 NA). A diffraction-limited
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probe pulse is spatially overlapped with the pump field and the NW sample is raster
scanned to produce a pump-probe image at a well-defined delay time, t . Because the
induced polarization of the sample depends on the product of the pump intensity and the
probe field, the effective pump-probe excitation field is spatially modulated. By combining
images collected with three different pump pattern phases (details below), the spatial modulation in the images provides access to additional high (spatial) frequency information
that is inaccessible with conventional approaches.

Figure 2.1. Comparison of diffraction limited and structured pump-probe microscopy. A)
Field emission micrograph of a 100 nm diameter silicon nanowire. B) Diffraction limited
pump-probe image of the NW in panel A at t = 0 ps. C) SPPM image achieved through
reconstruction D) Linewidth comparison at positions indicated by the arrows in the two
pump-probe images. Black – diffraction limited; red – SPPM.

Figure 2.1 presents the enhanced imaging capability provided by SPPM. Panel A
shows a field emission micrograph of a 100 nm diameter silicon NW deposited on a quartz
substrate. A diffraction-limited pump-probe image of the same NW is shown in panel B.
To collect the image, the  = 400 nm pump and  = 585 nm probe beams were spatially
overlapped at the sample plane and the NW was raster scanned with a piezoelectric translation stage. The fwhm of the PSF of the optical system in this modality is determined by
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the product of overlapping pump and probe spot sizes. Panel C shows the SPPM image of
the same NW. In this image, the PSF is improved by nearly a factor of two relative to
conventional pump-probe imaging. The improvement can be more clearly seen in a comparison of the diffraction-limited and SPPM profiles plotted in panel D - whereas the conventional approach produces a fwhm of 223 nm, the SPPM image has a linewidth of 114
nm. Note that due to the low diffraction efficiency of the DMD at 400 nm, the resolution
enhancement is limited to the y-axis only. However, two-dimensional resolution enhancement can be readily achieved by implementing a two-dimensional pump modulation
scheme and performing a multidimensional image reconstruction (Chapter 3).
A frequency domain representation of the enhanced resolution enabled by SPPM is
shown in Fig. 2.2 where panels A and B show the image spectra of the diffraction limited
(DL: panel A) and SPPM (panel B) images of Fig. 2.1, respectively. The image spectrum
is obtained by performing a Fourier Transform of the real space image. Performing SPPM
effectively amplifies the contribution of high spatial frequency components that would typically be attenuated by the optical system. A profile comparison of the two frequency space
images is shown in panel C of Fig. 2.2 showing clear amplification of high frequency spatial information by utilization of SPPM.
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Figure 2.2 (A) Diffraction-limited and (B) SPPM Fourier space power spectra of
images shown in Figure 2B and 2C, respectively. (C) Profiles taken from the center
column of panel A (red), and panel B (blue) to show the greater width of the OTF
in SPPM.

Figure 2.3 presents a second comparison of diffraction-limited and SPPM approaches. Panels A, B, and C of Figure 2.3 show field emission microscope (FEM), SPPM,
and diffraction limited images, respectively, of a single Si NW that is bent in a hairpin
geometry. Comparison of the images in panels B and C shows that in contrast to conventional pump-probe microscopy, SPPM is capable of resolving the two regions of the NW
in close proximity. The increase in spatial resolution can be more clearly seen in Panel D,
where profiles of the two images taken from the locations indicated by the dashed lines are
shown together with a profile taken from the FEM. Interestingly, both diffraction limited
pump-probe and SPPM imaging show anomalous behavior when the NW is within ~200
nm of itself (see region to the left of the dashed line in panels B and C). These effects,
which manifest as a change in signal sign, likely arise from optical system aberrations and
interference of the field radiating from two image regions, however a detailed understanding requires further investigation.
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While the increased imaging resolution represents an improvement over the diffraction limit, it is the ability to acquire ultrafast spectroscopic information from a subdiffraction limited volume that makes SPPM particularly valuable for characterizing complex materials systems. Panel E shows a comparison of the kinetics collected with the enhanced resolution and diffraction-limited approaches. Within the context of the imaging
modality discussed above, an SPPM kinetics trace can be understood as a single pixel image, collected at multiple delay times. Three individual kinetics traces are collected with
shifted pump field patterns and combined to produce the SPPM kinetics trace that reports
on the dynamics of a sub-diffraction limited sample volume. Photoexcitation of silicon
nanowires at 400 nm is known to produce free charge carriers, which primarily decay
through surface recombination [34]. The SPPM kinetics traces in panel E of Fig. 2.3 are
consistent with this mechanism and show the two regions of the NW have slightly different
surface recombination velocities of 3.8 x 104 cm/s (red) and 8.8 x 104 cm/s (green) [87]. In
contrast, the diffraction limited measurement shows a surface recombination velocity of
6.5 x 104 cm/s (black), a value that reflects a weighted average of the individual NW recombination velocities.
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Figure 2.3. SPPM spatial resolution enhancement and sub-diffraction limit spectroscopic
characterization. (A) Field Emission micrograph of a single 140 nm silicon nanowire. (B)
SPPM image with enhanced resolution along the y-axis. (C) Diffraction limited pumpprobe image of the nanowire in panel A taken at t = 0 ps. (D) Lineshape comparisons of
diffraction-limited pump-probe (red) and SPPM images (blue) of panels B and C taken
from location indicated by dashed line in each panel. Also shown is the profile taken from
the SEM (black, dashed). (E) Transient kinetics collected from image region spanned by
the dashed lines in panels B and C. Traces 1 (red) and 2 (green) were collected with enhanced spatial resolution and show the NW has different recombination kinetics along its
length. Trace 3 (black) represents kinetics collected using standard diffraction-limited
pump-probe microscopy. The diffraction-limited kinetics average over the dynamics of
both NW regions.

So far, SPPM has been shown to surpass the diffraction limit as defined by Abbe
(Fig. 2.1), and that objects in close proximity to each other can be spatially and spectroscopically resolved (Fig. 2.3). However, to further confirm that SPPM meets the Rayleigh
criterion, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.3, a simulation of the experimental conditions is performed. In Fig. 2.4, pump-probe lineshapes were calculated for two features chosen to reproduce the nanowire geometry found in Fig. 2.3. Nanowires with a width of 140 nm,
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placed 250 nm apart, were modeled as hemispherical features. The pump-probe signal intensity was assumed to be proportional to the physical cross section of the nanowires. The
relative intensity of the two ‘nanowires’ was varied between 1.0 (equal intensity, panel A)
and 0.25 (panel D), providing a range of values that can be compared with the experimental
images in Fig. 2.3. The mathematical calculation of the DL and the SPPM lineshapes will
be discussed in chapter 3 (DL: Eq. 3.3, SPPM: Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6). As demonstrated by the
simulations in Fig. 2.4, the DL lineshape for the simulated imaging system never meets the
Rayleigh criterion (>19% modulation between peaks) for resolving two features [38]. On
the other hand, SPPM clearly resolves the two features in all cases thus fulfilling the Rayleigh criterion.

Figure 2.4 Theoretical comparison between ideal (black), diffraction-limited
(red), and SPPM (blue) images. The simulated lineshapes are shown for two
‘nanowires’ whose relative signal intensity is 1.0 (panel A), 0.75 (panel B), 0.50
(panel C), and 0.25 (panel D). Simulated nanowires are 140 nm in diameter and
separated by 250 nm. At the diffraction limit, the Raleigh criterion is not met in
any of the panels, whereas the two features are resolvable in all cases for SPPM.
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2.3 Methods
A schematic of the home-built pump-probe microscope used to perform the experiments described in this chapter is presented in Fig. 2.5. A portion of the output from a
femtosecond Ti:Sapphire oscillator (Spectra Physics MaiTai: 800nm, 79 MHz, 90 fs fwhm)
is split to produce pump and probe paths. The pump line is coupled into an acoustooptic
modulator (AOM) before frequency doubling in a β-Barium borate (BBO) crystal to produce 400 nm excitation pulses (23 pJ/pulse). The pump beam is directed toward the DMD
(Texas Instruments DLP Lightcrafter) to produce +/- 1 diffraction orders which are collected with a tube lens (L1). The DMD produces many diffraction orders which must be
optically masked before the desired orders are coupled into the objective near the edge of
the back aperture. Interference of the +/- 1 diffraction orders at the sample plane produces
the necessary sinusoidal excitation profile. The probe is derived from a photonic crystal
fiber (PCF), which produces a broadband supercontinuum spanning 500 nm to 1200 nm.
The continuum is passed through an interference filter (585 nm +/- 5 nm), directed onto a
computer controlled delay stage, and coupled onto GV mounted mirrors and a 4-f lens (200
mm) system to direct the beam to the objective. Pump and probe beams are coupled collinearly into the back aperture of a 100X apochromatic microscope objective (0.9 NA) with
a dichroic beamsplitter. The focused probe spot is 340 nm fwhm at the sample position
with a fluence of 0.9 mJ/cm2. The sample is held on a piezoelectric X-Y stage at the focal
point of the objective. The retroreflected probe is picked off with a 50/50 beamsplitter and
directed onto one channel of a balanced photodetector. The delay dependent change in
probe reflectivity is measured with a digital lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research SR-844)
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phase locked to the pump modulation frequency (100 kHz). While acquisition time varies
with the number of pixels in the image, the diffraction-limited pump-probe images shown
in Figs. 2.1 and 2.3 of this manuscript required approximately 1 minute each to collect.
SPPM images require acquisition times that are approximately three times longer as multiple pump phases are required to reconstruct the image.

Figure 2.5. Schematic of DMD-based structured pump-probe microscope.

The sinusoidal pump intensity and phase utilized in order to collect additional high
spatial frequency information is controlled by encoding a pattern on the DMD positioned
at an image plane of the microscope. Panel A of Fig. 2.6 shows one such pattern, which is
composed of a periodic array of 6 “on” and 6 “off” pixels. The corresponding pump intensity as recorded by a camera placed at a second image plane of the microscope is shown in
panel B. Panel C shows a phase-shifted DMD pattern with    / 2 . In this case, the corresponding pump field intensity (panel D) is spatially shifted by π relative to that in panel
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B. The factor of two difference stems from the coherent interference of the two counterpropagating pump fields.

Figure 2.6. Phase variation of the DMD generated modulated pump pattern. (A, C) Mirror
positions (green – “on” black – “off”) encoded on the DMD to produce the pump intensity
modulation. Panels A and C have a  / 2 relative phase shift. (B) Camera image of the 0phase offset modulation pattern. (D) Camera image of the  / 2 phase shifted pattern. The
camera images have a relative phase shift of π due to interference of the two 1st order diffractions.

To generate enhanced resolution images like panel C of Fig. 2.1 and 2.3, three
structured pump-probe images are collected for three unique pump phases, 0     . The
phase shift of the pump pattern causes variation in the spatial profile of the pump-probe
overlap region as the relative orientation of the focused probe beam and the modulated
pump pattern changes. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 2.6, where structured pump-probe
images at t = 0 ps are shown for DMD phases of   0 (panel A) and  


(panel B).
2

In panel A, the minimum of the pump intensity is roughly centered in the probe spot,
whereas a maximum is centered for panel B. Panel C of Fig. 2.6 shows profiles of the two
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images in the locations indicated by the dashed lines. A full theoretical description of the
image reconstruction technique is provided in Chapter 3.

Figure 2.7. Spatially overlapped pump-probe images of silicon nanowires with structured
pump excitation. (A) Probe spot centered on a minimum of the modulated pump pattern.
(B) Probe spot centered over the top of an individual pump peak. The insets in panels A
and B illustrate the effective excitation field in their respective panels. (C) Intensity profile
of both images with slices taken at the red and black dashed lines in panels A and B, respectively.
2.4 Conclusion

In summary, this chapter demonstrates the development of far-field, sub-diffraction-limited pump probe microscopy utilizing a spatially structured pump excitation field.
The point spread function of SPPM is smaller than the diffraction limit by nearly a factor
of two. The enhanced spatial resolution achieved by the technique provides a facile approach for interrogating transient dynamics of interfaces, nanostructures, and nanoscale
domains in complex materials with substantially greater precision. While imaging linewidths of 114 nm FWHM are reported here, a higher numerical aperture objective (NA
1.4) may enable further improved spatial resolution, substantially broadening the scope of
far-field transient microscopy for characterizing complex materials and biological systems.
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3.1 Introduction

The electronic structure of complex materials systems is often altered by a variety
of localized defects, i.e. compositional and morphological variation, point defects, and
grain boundaries [5]. Transient absorption and related nonlinear microscopies, which provide both high spatial and temporal resolution, are important tools for understanding how
such heterogeneities impact bulk and nanoscale material functionalities, particularly for
non-equilibrium processes like photogeneration, charge separation, carrier transport, and
recombination [6-8]. To enable more precise structure-function correlations in complex
materials systems, extensive technique development efforts have been directed toward surpassing the diffraction limit [14, 18, 19, 73, 88-91]. With a similar goal in mind, SPPM
(experimentally described in Chapter 2) has been developed and is capable of probing material properties with a two-fold increase in spatial resolution over the diffraction limit.
Here, the imaging theory of SPPM is comprehensively described. The theoretical
description provided in this chapter explores the technique parameters and the limitations
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of SPPM to broaden the utility of the technique. The remainder of this chapter is organized
as follows. In Section 3.2, the experimental design of two-dimensional SPPM is briefly
discussed to connect the experimental description of SPPM in chapter two to the theoretical
description within this chapter. Section 3.3 develops the imaging theory of both DL and
structured pump-probe approaches. In Sections 3.4 and 3.5, the conjugate space reconstruction procedure used to achieve sub-diffraction limited imaging and collect transient kinetics is described. Finally, in Section 3.6 the modeling results including resolution enhancement, wavelength dependence, and image artifacts that can limit the performance of SPPM
are described.

3.2 Experimental

While a more detailed discussion of the relevant experimental factors can be found
in Chapter 2 [13], a condensed schematic of the experimental apparatus utilized for 2D
SPPM is shown in Fig. 3.1. The key requirement to implement SPPM is sample photoexcitation by a structured excitation field. To achieve the structured field, four diffraction
orders from a grating are overlapped at the sample position to create an interference fringe
pattern with a well-defined spatial phase. While the interference pattern can be produced
with actuator-mounted diffraction gratings placed at the image plane of the microscope
objective [22], computer-controlled two-dimensional spatial light modulators (SLMs) are
facile and accessible alternatives, particularly with the advent of low-cost DMDs [13]. The
probe pulse is focused to a diffraction limited spot at the sample plane, and the sample is
raster scanned with a piezoelectric translation stage. The schematic in panel A shows a
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reflection-type detection geometry, however transmission detection is also possible with a
second objective placed behind the sample.

Figure 3.1. (A) Experimental schematic of two-dimensional SPPM. The dotted line represents the input pulse train derived from a suitable ultrafast laser source. After a beamsplitter, the probe pulse is directed to a set of GV mirrors and coupled through a 4-f lens system
onto the back aperture of the objective. The GV mirrors provide a reliable method for spatially overlapping the pump and probe pulses. The pump path is directed through an AOM,
a translating delay stage, and toward an SLM, which is programmed to display a two-dimensional grating pattern. The four 1st order diffractions are collected by a collimating lens
(L1) in such a way that they are incident at the far outer edges of the objective aperture.
(B) An expanded view of the optics needed to create a structured pump excitation field.
The 5 diffraction orders from the SLM are labeled in the (x, y) directions where a value of
one denotes the 1st order diffraction of the respective axes. The (0,0) diffraction order is
blocked with a mask.
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3.3 Imaging Theory

3.3.1 Diffraction Limited Imaging
In time-resolved PPM, an image is formed by recording the position-dependent,
transient sample response after photoexcitation with a coherent, pulsed light source. The
pump-probe image ( I N ) can be described by:

I N (r )  o(r )   E (r )  h(r ) 

(3.1)

where the object function ( o(r ) ) contains both the spatial position and the third-order nonlinear response of the sample, E (r ) is the electric field, and the imaging system PSF is
given by h(r ) . In PPM, the effective field (E  h)eff is described by:

 E  h eff

2

 E1 (r )  h1  E2 (r )  h2

2

(3.2)

where E1 and E2 are the pump and probe electric fields, each convolved with their respective PSFs ( h1 , h2 ) [86, 92]. Substitution of Eq. 3.2 into Eq. 3.1 yields the DL pump-probe
image ( I DL ):

I DL  o(r )  E1(r )  h1  E2 (r )  h2

2

2

 o(r )   (r )  h1    (r )  h2 

2

2



 o(r )  h12  h22

(3.3)



In the second line of Eq. 3.3, the delta functions describe the pump and probe fields,
overlapped at the same position in the image plane. The Fourier Transform (FT) of Eq. 3.3
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yields the conjugate-space representation of the DL image, where capital letters and tildes
are used to distinguish conjugate-space terms:
I DL (k )  O(k )   H1(k )  H1(k )  H 2 (k )  H 2 (k ) 




(3.4)

In Eq. 3.4, O(k ) is the complete image spectrum, and the H n are coherent optical transfer
functions (OTFs) for the pump (n = 1) and probe (n = 2) assumed here to be real-valued.
A coherent OTF acts as an ideal spatial frequency bandpass filter which transmits low frequency information unaltered and completely attenuates any information that lies outside
the passband [93]. As illustrated in Fig. 3.2, the effective OTF, which resembles a Gaussian
function for the DL imaging case, is formed from the triple convolution of the H n . In DL
pump-probe imaging, spatial resolution of the image, I DL (r ) , (the inverse Fourier transform of I DL (k ) ) is determined by the extent to which the effective OTF attenuates high
spatial frequency object information.

Figure 3.2. One-dimensional illustration of four component convolution in Eq. 3.4. (A)
Coherent OTFs H n are convolved, producing a triangle function for both pump (n = 1)
and probe (n = 2). (B) Convolution of the pump and probe OTFs produced in step 1
resulting in the diffraction-limited effective OTF.
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3.3.2 Structured Imaging
In contrast to the diffraction limited case, SPPM utilizes a structured pump electric
field comprised of two perpendicularly propagating sinusoidal fields:

E1(r )  exp(ik x r   x )  exp(ik x r  x )
 exp(ik y r   y )  exp(ik y r  y )

(3.5)

while the probe field remains diffraction limited. In Eq. 3.5, k x and k y determine the period
and  x and  y the phase of the fringe pattern along the x and y image axes. The structured
pump field associated with SPPM is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. Panels A and B show the two
sinusoidally-modulated fields produced by the interference of two counter-propagating ±1
diffraction orders in the y and x axes, respectively. When all four diffraction orders interfere at the sample plane, they produce the two-dimensional sinusoidally-modulated field
shown in panel C of Fig. 3.3. The FT of the 2D excitation field is shown in panel D; it
consists of nine distinct (spatial) frequency components of varying relative amplitudes. The
component centered at the origin has a relative amplitude of 1, while the four components
(green) located at (+ k x , ± k y ) and (- k x , ± k y ) have relative amplitudes of 0.5, and the four
components (yellow) located at ± 2 k x and ± 2 k y have relative amplitudes of 0.25.
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Figure 3.3. The structured excitation field employed in SPPM. (A, B) Sinusoidal fields propagating along the y- and x- axes, respectively, formed
by the interference of two ±1st order diffractions. (C) Two-dimensional excitation field produced from the mutual interference of all four diffraction
orders. (D) Fourier Transform of the 2D excitation field in panel C showing
the nine shifted delta functions in the kx-ky plane. The amplitude of each
component is normalized to the component centered at k 0 .
Substitution of the structured pump field (Eq. 3.5) into Eq. 3.2 and Eq. 3.1 results
in the structured pump-probe image ( I Str ):
2

2
exp(ik x r   x )  exp(ik x r   x )
I Str (r; , )  o(r ) 
  (r )  h2 
y
y
y
y
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x
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(3.6)

In Eq. 3.6, the pump PSFs vanish due to the necessary condition that the frequency components of the pump field are allowed to pass through the optical system ( k x, y must lie
within H1 ). Expanding Eq. 3.6, performing the FT, and convolving the nine components
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with the effective probe OTF ( H 2'  H 2  H 2 ) the conjugate space representation of the
structured image is obtained:
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In the first line of Eq. 3.7, the structured pump-probe image is comprised of nine components, each shifted to one of nine different positions in conjugate space. In the second
line a compact notation that expresses the image as a sum over the nine terms, Yn is
adopted. The a n and  n are the corresponding set of index-dependent amplitude and phase
shifts, respectively.

3.4 SPPM Image Reconstruction

Attention is now turned to reconstructing an image with improved spatial resolution
from a series of phase-shifted structured images, I Str (r) . An ideal conjugate image with
an expanded effective OTF can be written in a similar form as Eq. 3.7:
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(3.8)






Comparison of Eq. 3.7 and Eq. 3.8 shows that the ideal conjugate image ( Iideal (k ) ) differs
from the structured conjugate image ( IStr (k; x , y ) ) only by the relative amplitude and
phase shift of each component, Yn . It is therefore possible to reconstruct the ideal enhancedresolution image by solving for each of the nine components present in IStr (k; x , y ) . To
m
do so, nine structured images ( I str
(r ) , m=1-9) are collected, each with a uniquely phase

shifted 2D pump excitation field. The FT of the nine images are arranged into a nine-component vector ( IV ):
1 (k ) I 2 (k )
IV   I Str
Str



9 (k ) 
I Str




(3.9)

Then a 9x9 matrix (AP) is constructed, which relates the amplitudes ( anm ) and unique phase
shifts ( mn ), corresponding to each element of the nine structured images:
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 1
 a1 exp  1 




AP  
 9
 9
 a1 exp  1 







a19 exp  19  





a99 exp  99  




(3.10)

The phase shifts (  x ,  y )m are chosen so that AP is nonsingular. Then the solutions
for the 9 components ( Yn ) are found:


AP1  IV  Y1 Y2




(3.11)

Y9 


which when summed, yield Iideal (k ) (Eq. 3.8). As a final step, the conjugate image is
normalized by the effective OTF:
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(3.12)

Figure 3.4 shows a comparison of the DL, SPPM (Eq. 3.12), and final normalized OTFs.
The additional high frequency information encompassed by the normalized (solid black)
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and raw (black dashed) SPPM OTFs over the DL case (purple dots) is especially apparent
at spatial frequencies greater than 2k x .

Figure 3.4. Comparison of SPPM and DL OTF profiles along the k x axes.
The diffraction-limited effective OTF (purple dots) is given by the triple
convolution in Eq. 3.4. The effective SPPM OTF before normalization is
shown as a black dashed line. The normalized effective OTF is shown by
the solid black line.

The final SPPM image ( I SPPM ), which contains additional high frequency information
passed by the modified OTF, is obtained by Inverse FT of the summed, normalized Yn :




I SPPM (r )  Re  FT 1   Yn   OTFSPPM 
 n 



(3.13)

3.5 Time-Resolved SPPM

Analogously to the imaging modality, SPPM can also be utilized to collect timeresolved kinetics from a sub-diffraction limited probe volume [13]. For such a measurement, nine phase-dependent kinetics traces are collected. These traces, which measure the
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decay of the sample response as a function of the pump-probe delay, t, are arranged into
a vector equivalent to the image vector of Eq. (3.9):



1
KV  K Str

2
K Str

9
K Str



(3.14)

As before, the nine kinetics traces are collected with unique phase shifts of the
pump field and a diffraction-limited probe field. Reconstruction of the kinetics data then
follows the process described in Eqs. 3.10 - 3.13 with Kv replacing I v . Within this context,
SPPM kinetics traces can be understood as a one-pixel image, collected at a series of pumpprobe delays, t. Because the effective interrogation volume of the resultant kinetics is
reduced with respect to the DL case, observables from neighboring sample domains can be
more effectively deconvolved, providing a far-field approach for interrogating excited state
dynamics of sub-wavelength material domains.

3.6 Results and Discussion

3.6.1 Imaging
Pump-probe measurements require two distinct laser pulses, separated by a welldefined delay, (pump and probe) to interact with the sample. Because the center wavelength
of the pump and probe pulses will vary depending on the spectral response of the studied
system and the photophysical process of interest, the width of the effective PSF will also
necessarily vary. To understand how changes in pump and probe wavelength affect the
effective PSF of SPPM, the DL and SPPM imaging linewidths of a single delta function
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(Black profile in Fig. 3.5(A)) are compared while varying both pump and probe wavelengths between 400 and 800 nm. Note that for these and all subsequent results in this
manuscript, a coordinate system that reproduces the imaging performance of the previously
described experimental apparatus with a 0.90 NA objective has been imposed [13]. Monochromatic excitation fields have also been assumed. While ultrashort laser pulses used in
pump-probe microscopy do have finite spectral bandwidth, the difference in spatial resolution between broadband and single wavelength fields is not expected to be significant
[94]. Panel A of Fig. 3.5 shows examples of SPPM and DL PSFs with 400 nm pump and
540 nm probe wavelengths. For this combination of wavelengths, the PSF of SPPM has a
fwhm (97 nm) that is 1.86-fold narrower than the DL case (180 nm). In Panel B, the ratio
of the SPPM and DL PSFs is plotted versus the pump wavelength for a series of probe
wavelengths. Overall, the SPPM PSF is narrowed by a factor of 1.69 to 1.92 over that
achievable with DL imaging, suggesting significant improvements in spatial resolution can
be achieved, regardless of pump or probe wavelengths. While the localization enhancement
achieved by SPPM generally improves as the probe wavelength is decreased, the effective
PSF narrowing is dependent on both the fringe spacing of the pump field and the width of
the convolved probe OTFs. Shorter excitation wavelengths can support larger shifts in conjugate space of the of the image components ( Yn ), in principle providing access to higher
frequency information in the image spectrum. However, if the effective probe OTF ( H2' )
is narrower than the spacing of the pump-field components, significant ringing is introduced into the reconstructed image and the PSF width can increase. Based on the 0.90 NA
objective assumed in the model, the narrowest fwhm is achieved with pump and probe
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wavelengths both equal to 400 nm. At these wavelengths, the SPPM PSF fwhm is 87 nm
while the DL PSF fwhm is 165 nm.

Figure 3.5. (A) Profile comparison of the simulated SPPM (green circles,
97 nm fwhm) and DL (red squares, 180 nm fwhm) effective PSFs with 400
nm pump and 540nm probe wavelengths. The black profile is the profile of
the delta function used to determine the PSF of the imaging model. (B)
Wavelength dependence of SPPM localization enhancement represented by
the ratio of the SPPM PSF to the DL PSF at varying excitation and probe
wavelengths through the visible spectrum.

Next the improvement in imaging performance is modeled by comparing DL and
SPPM images of a modified 1951 USAF target shown in panel A of Fig. 3.6. The target is
modified to include the group of four smallest elements oriented at 45 to study directional
anisotropy in imaging performance (see below). Target imaging is modeled at two sets of
pump and probe wavelengths, with a pump/probe wavelength ratio of 0.8.
Panels B and C of Fig. 3.6 show the image produced with DL and SPPM models,
respectively, with 432 nm pump and 540 nm probe wavelengths. In contrast to DL imaging,
the SPPM image in panel C clearly resolves even the smallest components on the target.
Panel D compares the profiles from DL and SPPM methods to the ideal target profile along
the red-dashed line in the magnified subsection of panel A. Along this profile the spatial
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period of the target elements (~ 237 nm) is approximately a factor of two shorter than the
structured pump fringe pattern period (~ 450 nm). Panels E, F show equivalent images
when 784 nm pump and 980 nm probe wavelengths are utilized for both the DL and SPPM
models. Again, the profiles in panel G are taken from the location indicated by the reddashed line in Panel A. In this case, while neither DL or SPPM resolves the features as
they are nearly a factor of three below the diffraction limit, the SPPM approach does improve the contrast of the group relative to background and produces relatively little image
distortion.

Figure 3.6. Comparison of simulated DL and SPPM imaging capabilities.
(A) Shows the simulated test target (top) with a magnified region (bottom)
designated by the white square. The remaining panels (B-G) are arranged
so that the top and bottom rows correspond to the modeled wavelengths
(labeled to the left of panels B and E). The three separate columns of panels
B-G show DL (B, E), SPPM (C, F) imaging models and profile comparisons
(D, G). Profile comparison are from location indicated by the red dashed
line in the magnified region of panel A. The black (triangles) trace represents the original object while the blue (squares) and red (circles) traces are
the DL and the SPPM models, respectively.
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Although the width of the SPPM PSF is nearly half that of DL imaging regardless
of pump and probe wavelength, imaging performance along the diagonal is reduced relative to along the x or y axes. This anisotropy stems from the shape of the SPPM OTF. Panel
D in Fig. 3.3 shows that along the k x and k y axes, image components ( Yn ) are shifted to
2k x and 2k y , however the diagonal components are only shifted away from the center

by  2k xy . Because the components are not shifted as far, the effective OTF is narrowed
along the diagonal, resulting in lower image resolution. These effects are illustrated in Fig.
3.7, where panel A shows the target described in Fig. 3.6 imaged with the SPPM model at
560 nm pump and 800 nm probe wavelengths, and panel B shows the associated two-dimensional SPPM PSF.

Figure 3.7. Evaluation of the vertical and diagonal features of the simulated
SPPM OTF. (A) The object described in panel A of Fig. 6 imaged using the
SPPM model (560 nm pump, 800 nm probe). (B) The resulting PSF generated by the SPPM model. (C) The black and red traces correspond to the red
and black dashed lines in panel A. The nine components are identical in the
original image. However, the nine components that produce the red trace in
panel C have been rotated 45°. (D) Profile comparison of the SPPM PSF
along directions of the blue and green arrows in panel B.
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Panel D illustrates that the while the narrowing of the SPPM OTF along the diagonal does not significantly change the width of the PSF, it does increase the magnitude of
ringing present. Such ringing can significantly impact imaging performance as highlighted
in panel C. Here, profiles collected from the red and black dashed lines on panel A are
compared. The nine components profiled by the red trace are identical to the nine components corresponding to the black trace but are rotated 45°. For the smallest group of three,
the decrease in spatial resolution is especially clear, illustrating the importance of mitigating PSF ringing for both imaging and spectroscopic applications.

3.6.2 Sub-Diffraction Limited Spectroscopy
While SPPM can be employed exclusively for enhanced resolution imaging, it also
provides the ability to perform ultrafast spectroscopy of sub-diffraction limited sample volumes [13]. Figure 3.8 models the time-resolved capabilities of SPPM as described in Section 3.5 and experimentally demonstrated in chapter 2. Here, the decay kinetics recovered
using DL and SPPM approaches are compared from two single-pixel features (black profiles), one with a single exponential lifetime of 100 ps and the other with a longer lifetime
of 200 ps. The left column of Fig. 3.8(A-C) shows t = 0 ps images while the right column
shows the time-dependent kinetics obtained with DL (Panel A) and SPPM (panels B, C)
models. In panel A, the DL approach does not resolve the two features and consequently
recovers decay kinetics that are an average of the short and long-lived components. Panel
B shows that the SPPM model spatially distinguishes the two objects and recovers decay
dynamics that accurately reflect the distinct lifetimes of the objects. When the two objects
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are spaced more closely (panel C, 125 nm) so that they are no longer resolved with SPPM,
the recovered kinetics reflect an average of the fast and slow components as in the DL case.

Figure 3.8. Comparison of t = 0 ps images (left) and time-resolved kinetics
(right) of modeled single pixel features using simulated DL and SPPM approaches. Simulated pump wavelength is 560 nm and probe wavelength is
800 nm. The amplitude of the feature located to the left of the origin decays
with a single exponential lifetime of 100 ps (red, solid line), whereas the
feature to the right decays with a lifetime of 200 ps (green, solid line). (A)
DL decay kinetics (blue circles) reflect an average of the fast and slow components with an object spacing of 175 nm. (B) The SPPM model recovers
the distinct kinetics of the two objects (purple squares and triangles) when
separated by 175 nm. (C) If the objects are unresolvable with SPPM, the
recovered kinetics (orange triangles) reflect the average of fast and slow
decays. For all panels, the kinetics are collected at the peak location(s) of
the lineshape at t = 0 ps.

3.7 Summary

Chapters 2 and 3 demonstrate SPPM as a route for achieving far-field, label-free super
resolution spectroscopies. The theoretical basis for achieving increased resolution has been
provided and several limitations of the approach have been examined. While the structured
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excitation field and diffraction limited probe field utilized in SPPM produces a nearly 2fold enhancement over the diffraction limit, further improvements will require additional
approaches. Possible routes toward far-field spatial resolution below 100 nm include utilizing higher-order nonlinear processes such as two photon absorption, implementing total
internal reflection geometries, or saturation of the absorption process (described in chapter
4). This work was performed in the hope that sub-diffraction limited spectroscopies like
SPPM will continue to enhance the current understanding of complex materials systems by
distinguishing the contributions of nanoscale heterogeneities and improving characterization of emergent functionality.
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LABEL-FREE SATURATED STRUCTURED EXCITATION MICROSCOPY
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Montana 59717, United States
2. Montana Materials Science Program, Montana State University, Bozeman, Montana
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4.1 Introduction

In previous chapters, the theoretical basis of Laterally Modulated Excitation Microscopy [6] was leveraged to develop SPPM, which provides a factor of two improvement
in spatial resolution without relying on high-intensity saturation or de-excitation phenomena [11,12]. However, to achieve higher imaging resolution with a structured excitation
field, it is necessary to invoke higher order nonlinear light-matter interactions [13,14].
Herein, the impact of saturated structured excitation on label-free coherent third-order nonlinear optical microscopy techniques including PPM and Stimulated Raman Microscopy
(SRM) is described. Label-Free Saturated Structured Excitation Microscopy (LF-SSEM)
exploits the nonlinear saturation of the excitation process in conjunction with a structured
excitation field to collect high spatial frequency information that would otherwise not pass
through the optical system. In the remainder of this chapter, the imaging theory of LFSSEM is described and a factor of six improvement in resolution over the diffraction limit
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is theoretically demonstrated, corresponding to a point spread function of ~33 nm with a
400-nm excitation wavelength.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1. Structured Excitation in One Dimension
Imaging with conventional nonlinear scanning microscopies utilizes point-focused
excitation and probe beams at the sample plane [7-9, 91]. LF-SSEM replaces the DL excitation beam with a structured excitation field in the same way as SPPM [12, 13]. The structured excitation enables the collection of additional high spatial frequency information that
would otherwise be attenuated by the optical system. In the case of one dimensional structured excitation, the field E1 in Eq. 3.5. is given by a sinusoidally modulated excitation
profile:

1
E1( x)  exp(ik x x  i x )  exp(ik x x  i x )
2

(4.1)

x
where k x and  give the period and phase, respectively, of the excitation field propagat-

ing along the x-axis. Replacing the DL excitation pulse ( E1 ( x ) ) of Eq. 3.3
2

( I DL  o( x)  E1( x)  h1  E2 ( x)  h2

2

) with the structured excitation field in Eq. 4.1

results in the collection of a structured image ( I Str ):

I Str ( x;

x



)  o( x)   1 exp(ik x x  i x )  exp(ik x x  i x )  
2


2

 h22

(4.2)
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that is dependent on the period and phase of the excitation profile. The excitation pulse
PSF is eliminated from Eq. 4.2 due to the necessary condition that the spatial frequency of
the excitation profile falls within the bounds of the optical transfer function of the imaging
system. Under conditions where the excitation density scales linearly with the pump power
(low fluence), a series of structured images collected using a structured excitation field as
defined by Eq. 4.2 can be utilized to reconstruct an image with a factor of two improvement
in spatial resolution over the diffraction limit (chapter 2, and 3) [11,12].

4.2.2 Saturated Excitation
To increase the resolution of SPPM beyond a two-fold improvement, a nonlinear
excitation process must be exploited. One such nonlinear interaction is saturated excitation
which can be expressed as:
2
ExcSat  1  exp  n   E1 ( x)  



(4.3)

where E1 ( x ) is the structured excitation field in Eq. 4.1 and n is an effective scaling factor
that determines the extent of nonlinearity in the excitation process [14]. As shown in Panel
A of Fig. 4.1, linear excitation occurs for small values of n (n << 1), while for larger values
of n, the excitation process becomes increasingly saturated. The black (circles), red
(squares), green (triangles) and blue (diamonds) traces of Panel B in Fig. 4.1 show the
excitation profiles for increasing values of n. To account for the nonlinear excitation profile
in the structured image, Eq. 4.2 must be modified with the new field expression given by
Eq. 4.3.
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I Str ( x; x )  o( x)  ExcSat  h22

(4.4)

The expansion of Eq. 4.3 and truncation of the series after the fourth-order term
gives:
2
ExcSat  1  exp  n   E1 ( x )  
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4

where each term in square brackets is labeled with an index indicating the order of the
light-matter interaction. Fourier transform of each of the four terms in Eq. 4.5 produces
frequency components located at increasing intervals of ±2kx in conjugate space. The first
(linear) term is comprised of components at k = ±2kx (as well as at k = 0), while the secondorder term has components at k = ±4kx (and ±2kx, 0), etc. By truncating the series at the
fourth-order term, the analysis is limited to Fourier components up to k = ±8kx. Panel C of
Fig. 4.1 shows the Fourier components of the excitation field up to k = ±8kx for n = 1. In
Panel D of Fig. 4.1, the relative amplitudes of the linear and nonlinear Fourier components
are shown as n is increased. While the nonlinear terms are weak relative to the linear terms,
image formation that exploits higher order Fourier components will benefit from lock-in
detection often utilized with third-order imaging techniques [15].
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Figure 4.1. Label-free saturated structured excitation microscopy (LF-SSEM) saturation effects. (A) Nonlinear relationship of the excitation fluence (n) and saturation of the excitation process. (B) Effective excitation density at the sample
plane as the extent of saturation is increased. (C) Normalized relative amplitude
of nine Fourier components produced from an excitation profile given by the black
(circle) trace in Panel B. (D) Relationship of Fourier component amplitude and
effective excitation fluence. The colors and markers of Panel D correspond to the
components of Panel C.
4.2.3 Image Reconstruction

As illustrated in Panel C of Fig. 4.1, the saturation of the excitation process increases the number of Fourier components that contribute to image formation. The key to
reconstructing an image with increased spatial resolution is to collect a series of images in
which the phase of the excitation field is shifted by a known interval at the sample plane.
Work reported in chapters 2 and 3 described the process of image reconstruction under
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linear excitation conditions [11,12]. Image reconstruction under nonlinear excitation conditions is entirely analogous to the linear case, with the exception that additional phaseshifted structured images must be collected to enable unique identification of the additional
frequency components present in the collected images.
Once collected, the vector of m individual Fourier components, Um (analogous to Yn
in Eq. 3.11), are determined by solving the linear system given by:

M 1  I m  Um .

(4.6)

Here, M 1 is the inverted m × m matrix of amplitude and phase information encoded by
the excitation field, and I m is the m-length vector of conjugate space structured images
(see also Eqs. 3.10 – 3.13) collected under saturated excitation conditions [12]. Summing
the m components of Um yields the total reconstructed conjugate space image.
Figure 4.2 presents the effective LF-SSEM OTF when utilizing Fourier components up to k = ±2kx (red; squares), ±4kx (blue; triangles), ±6kx (green; diamonds), and
±8kx (yellow; hourglass). The red dashed trace shows the raw reconstructed linear regime
OTF before amplitude normalization by the ideal OTF [12]. As the OTF effectively acts as
a low-pass (spatial) frequency filter, expanding it through LF-SSEM provides access to
higher spatial frequency information than that which is transmitted in the DL case (black
trace).
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Figure 4.2. Comparison of simulated LF-SSEM optical transfer functions (OTFs)
with utilization of higher order Fourier components. The black trace shows the
diffraction-limited (DL) OTF. The red traces show the initial OTF (dashed) produced by image reconstruction and the final OTF (squares) trace after amplitude
normalization when including only first-order (linear) Fourier components. Blue
(triangles), green (diamonds) and yellow (hourglasses) traces represent the normalized OTFs when incorporating the k = ±4kx, ±6kx and ±8kx components, respectively. Note that the higher order OTFs are renormalized to an amplitude
larger than 1.0 for visibility.
4.3 Results

4.3.1 PSF Comparison
The improvement to the LF-SSEM PSF is summarized in Fig. 4.3, where the DL
and LF-SSEM images of a single point source are compared. The coordinate system was
defined to be consistent with chapters 2 and 3, corresponding to a 0.9 NA objective and
pump/probe wavelength ratio of 0.87 [11]. Panel A of Fig. 4.3 compares the PSFs of the
LF-SSEM model (red squares; green circles) to the DL case (black dashed) with the fwhm
of the DL model normalized to 1. The PSF indicated by the red squares includes only the
linear Fourier components (OTF defined by red squares in Fig. 4.2), whereas the green
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circles indicate the resultant PSF if all Fourier components up to k = ±8kx are included
(yellow OTF in Fig. 4.2). Because the inclusion of higher order Fourier components in the
construction of the image provides access to higher spatial frequency information in the
conjugate image, the PSF is significantly narrower in the real-space image. Panel B summarizes this effect by plotting the fwhm of each PSF as increasingly higher order components are included in the image formation. The most significant reduction in width occurs
after the inclusion of the linear components at k = ±2kx, however, if all components up to
the fourth-order term are included, the PSF can be reduced in width by more than a factor
of six. As a best-case scenario with λexcitation = 400 nm and λprobe = 400 nm, these results
indicate that the PSF will have a width of only 33.4 nm. The LF-SSEM PSFs shown in
Panel A of Fig. 4.3 exhibit ringing outward from the center peak. The oscillatory ringing
results from the Fourier transform of the sharp-edged OTF functions are shown in Fig. 4.2.
By smoothing the high-frequency edges of the OTF, the ringing can be mitigated, although
at the cost of a wider PSF.

Figure 4.3. (A) Profile comparison of the simulated DL and LF-SSEM model
point spread functions (PSFs). The black dashed trace is the DL model with the
fwhm normalized to 1. The red (squares) and green (circles) traces show LFSSEM PSFs including Fourier components up to k = ±2k x and k = ±8kx, respectively. (B) Reduction of the optical PSF fwhm with the inclusion of higher order
Fourier components.
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4.3.2 Imaging Capabilities

Next, the imaging capabilities of LF-SSEM are modeled using a simulated grating
structure with line widths decreasing from 180 nm to 30 nm. The excitation and probe
wavelengths were 784 nm and 900 nm, respectively, corresponding to a DL PSF fwhm of
432.2 nm. Panel A of Fig. 4.4 shows the simulated target and Panel B shows the image
produced by the DL model. The LF-SSEM images in Panel C, which includes Fourier
components up to k = ±2kx, and Panel D, which includes Fourier components up to k =
±8kx, have significantly improved resolutions relative to the DL case. The enhanced resolution can be seen more clearly in Panels F, G, and H, where the profiles of the images are
compared. For the DL case (Panel F; red), even the largest features of the target image
(black) remain unresolved. On the other hand, LF-SSEM models (Panel G and H) resolve
components spaced far below the diffraction limit. If Fourier components up to the fourthorder are included (Panel H), LF-SSEM resolves features spaced only 60.2 nm apart, representing an approximate factor of six improvement in spatial resolution. Two artifacts of
the LF-SSEM approach, both a consequence of the PSF ringing discussed above, can be
seen in Panel H. The first is a negative offset that spans the image from approximately 0.5–
5 m. This offset arises from the negative amplitude ringing in the PSF (see Fig. 4.3-A),
which constructively interferes for two neighboring object features. The second artifact
takes the form of the low-amplitude peaks near 4.0 μm. Again, these peaks can be understood as interference of the neighboring grating features after convolution with the LFSSEM PSF. In this case, because the relative spacing of the object features is larger, the
ringing interferes differently, manifesting in the small specious peaks.
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While LF-SSEM is modeled in one-dimension, multi-dimensional resolution enhancement can be approached in two ways. First, as has been demonstrated [14] in fluorescence
imaging, full radial super-resolution can be achieved by collecting patterned images with
a one-dimensional excitation pattern, rotated through a series of angles around the axis
normal to the sample plane. Rotating the image in such a manner is straightforward using
modern pulse shaping technologies such as spatial light modulators or digital micromirror
devices. The second approach requires a two-dimensional structured excitation profile,
which resembles a two-dimensional diffraction pattern [13]. While no pattern rotation is
necessary in this case, each Fourier component must be isolated with a unique phase, a
requirement that introduces additional experimental and image-processing difficulties. To
provide perspective as to how rapidly the number of required images increases with increasing dimensionality and saturation, the use of a sequential one-dimensional structured
excitation performed using pattern rotation steps of π/6 to reach full radial resolution enhancement is assumed. In order to produce a two-fold resolution in the linear excitation
regime, 18 images would be needed to solve the system of linear equations during reconstruction. To produce a four-fold increase in resolution (corresponding to the nonlinear
expansion of Fourier components up to ±6kx), 42 images would be required. Note that the
number of images described above can be reduced by approximately a factor of two as the
Fourier components shifted to opposite signs (i.e., ±6kx) contain redundant information
(i.e., they are complex conjugates of one another), however, the imaging process is still
experimentally demanding.
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Figure 4.4. Imaging a one-dimensional grating using both DL and LF-SSEM simulation models. (A) Simulated target image with individual component dimensions ranging from 30 nm to 180 nm. (B–D) Images produced by using the DL
model (B) and the LF-SSEM model (C, D). Panels C and D show images determined using the LF-SSEM model with Fourier expansions of ±2kx and ±8kx, respectively. (E–H) Profile comparisons of the three separate images in Panels B
(red), C (green), and D (blue). The length scale below Panel D applies to all images in the left column and corresponds to the individual truncated length scales
in the right column. The color scale in Panel A corresponds to Panels A–D.
4.3.3 Signal-to-Noise Ratio Dependence

Thus far, the LF-SSEM approach is modeled assuming an ideal imaging system to
produce resolution enhancement without regard to noise present in experimental applications. However, in practice, noise will prevent isolation of the low-amplitude, higher order
Fourier components. In Fig. 4.5 modeled results are shown of the imaging process while
including random noise with a uniform probability distribution. Panel A shows a profile
comparison of the structured image spectrum at varying SNRs. Excitation fluence was held
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constant at a level capable of producing a Fourier expansion up to ±6kx. When the SNR is
high (10,000:1), all seven Fourier components rise above the noise level. However, when
the SNR is low (100:1 and 25:1), fewer Fourier components are distinguishable above the
noise threshold. Panel B shows the profile comparison of the PSFs resulting from the corresponding SNR of Panel A. If the higher order Fourier component has a negligible amplitude relative to the noise level, the OTF expansion is limited during image reconstruction.
At an SNR of 10,000:1 the OTF was expanded to ±6kx, while SNRs of 100:1 and 25:1 only
allowed for the OTF expansion of ±4kx and ±2kx, respectively. In practice, both the high
order Fourier component amplitudes and the SNR can be increased by increasing the pump
fluence, provided the sample is robust to high excitation levels.

Figure 4.5. SNR-dependent LF-SSEM image reconstruction simulation using 784
nm excitation and 900 nm probe wavelengths. Panel A shows the profiles of three
structured image spectra with varying SNRs given in the legend. Panel B shows
the resulting PSF of the optical system after image reconstruction using Fourier
components that exceeded the SNR. The DL model shows a FWHM of 432 nm.
The green (triangles), blue (squares) and red (circles) show the PSF resulting from
the use of ±2kx, ±4kx and ±6kx Fourier expansions, respectively.
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4.4 Conclusions

The resolution enhancement of LF-SSEM has been demonstrated when the saturation of the excitation process allows for the collection of higher order nonlinear spatial
frequency components. The results presented here suggest that PSFs as narrow as ~33 nm
can be achieved if Fourier components up to the fourth-order are included in the image
formation. However, LF-SSEM is capable of achieving even greater resolution enhancement provided the optical configuration has a low noise threshold. The approach outlined
for LF-SSEM can be readily applied to related nonlinear imaging techniques such as SRM
and PPM, which share a common electric field and phase-matching dependence. Further
advancements of LF-SSEM will seek to demonstrate experimental viability and determine
which multidimensional approach is experimentally preferable. Further advancement will
allow LF-SSEM and related far-field super-resolution microscopies to become viable alternatives to near-field characterization techniques for nanoscale materials systems.
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5.1 Introduction

Organic semiconducting polymers (OSPs) are cost effective, solution processable
materials that have proven to be useful in a variety of optoelectronic applications [25-27,
95]. However, the morphological heterogeneity of OSPs complicates the interpretation of
bulk spectroscopic data with respect to structure-function relationships, inherent material
properties, and potential routes for material improvement [96, 97]. Additionally, the excited state dynamics of OSPs differ from traditional inorganic semiconductors. Due to the
low dielectric constant of OSPs (ε ~ 3), coulombically bound electron hole pairs, or excitons, are the primary species following photoexcitation [29, 33, 50, 55]. The neutral charge
of the exciton makes energy conversion impossible without complete exciton dissociation.
For dissociation to occur, the exciton must migrate from the initial point of photoexcitation
to a donor-acceptor (DA) interface to efficiently dissociate into free carriers and contribute
to the overall efficiency of OSP based photovoltaics [98]. In opposition, exciton diffusion
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through polymer networks is believed to be efficient only over short (< 20 nm) length scales
[33].
In an attempt to improve the transport and dissociation of self-localized states, a
new collection of polymers has been developed utilizing donor and acceptor fragments
within the repeat unit of the polymer [58]. This class of polymers, broadly termed pushpull copolymers, has demonstrated increased excited state transport rates compared to classical OSPs [99-101] and has enabled the development of polymer only organic photovoltaics (OPVs) [102, 103].
Specifically, the copolymer poly [N-9’’-hepta-decanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5(4’,7’-di-2-thienyl-2’,1’,3’-benzothiadiazole)] (PCDTBT) has proven to be a cost-effective
material for solution processed OPV devices with photoconversion efficiencies (PCEs)
reaching 7.8%, operational lifetimes up to 6200 hours and theoretical operational lifetimes
extending to 15 years [25, 27, 62, 98, 104]. Still, a complete understanding of exciton
transport in PCDTBT remains clouded by complex morphological heterogeneity stemming
from the amorphous nature of the polymer. For example, photoluminescent quenching
(PLQ) experiments have reported exciton diffusivity on the order of 10-4 cm2/s in
PCDTBT. However, recent experimental and theoretical reports suggest that excited state
diffusion is significantly faster at microscopic length scales due to increased energy of
photo-generated states [105, 106], coherent migration [107-109], and macroscopic polymer
alignment [100, 110-112].
In this chapter PPM is used as a microscopic probe to show that for some microscopic domains in bulk PCDTBT thin films, exceptionally high diffusion constants can be
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observed [6, 7]. Exciton diffusivities averaging 2 – 3 orders of magnitude higher than previous bulk measurements are reported in this chapter [113]. Macroscopic alignment of
PCDTBT polymer chains shows that the high diffusion constants are likely related to localized polymer ordering in the bulk film [112, 114]. Finally, a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is developed to demonstrate the effects of polymer alignment, intra- vs interchain
hopping rates and hopping distance that indicates excitons are highly delocalized along
individual polymer chains and that the effective hopping distance and rate exceed what is
predicted by Fӧrster resonance energy transfer (FRET) theory. The experimental and theoretical results reported within this chapter will assist in the intelligent design of next generation OSPs and organic optoelectronics [28, 115].

5.2 Results and Discussion

5.2.1 Ground and Excited State Spectroscopy
PCDTBT thin films were photoexcited at 600 nm (generated using a photonic crystal fiber) corresponding to states ~ 45 nm redshifted from the maximum of the broad low
energy absorption band that spans 530 - 580 nm. This resonance has been previously assigned to a partial charge transfer sate between the 2,7-di(thien-2-yl)carbazole and adjacent
benzothiadiazole units [59]. Steady state absorption (solid) and emission (dashed) spectra
of PCDTBT thin films are displayed in panel A of Fig. 5.1. Similar to a wide range of OSP
systems, the small dielectric constant of PCDTBT implies that excitons are the dominant
excited state species for pump-probe delay times greater than ~ 1 ps [50, 55]. To probe
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exciton dynamics, the probe pulse is tuned to 850 nm, which is resonant with a broad transient band associated with exciton absorption [56].

Figure. 5.1. Steady state characterization and excited state decay kinetics of PCDTBT
thin films. (A) Absorption (solid) and emission (dashed) spectra of amorphous PCDTBT
thin films. This data will be discussed further in Fig. 5.3. (B) Time dependent kinetics of
exciton lifetime probed in a near diffraction limited volume of PCDTBT thin film following 600 nm excitation at fluences ranging one order of magnitude.
Transient decay kinetics were collected at 19 locations over two dropcast PCDTBT
thin films. Panel B in Fig. 5.1 shows the typical kinetics of the photoinduced absorption
(PIA) at  probe = 850 nm for a range of pump powers between 15 and 118 J/cm2. Below
29 J/cm2, the kinetics are invariant with respect to fluence, showing that nonlinear recombination (i.e. exciton-exciton annihilation) does not contribute to the time-varying optical
response of the polymer thin film. The decay dynamics of the PIA scale linearly with pump
power and show good qualitative agreement with previous ultrafast studies of PCDTBT
thin films [55, 56]. At all locations, the transient kinetics can be well fit to a biexponential
(plus offset) model. The fast component (  1 ~ 15 - 25 ps, A1 ~ 0.4-0.5) and second slower
component (  2 ~ 150 - 230 ps, A2 ~ 0.4 - 0.5) are similar to values previously reported for
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PCDTBT thin films [55, 59, 116]. These two rates of exciton relaxation represent contributions from both intra and interchain relaxation mechanisms while  2 most likely corresponds to exciton diffusion toward regions of increased polymer order [59]. The unresolved
offset comprises ~ 10% of the overall signal. While kinetics collected at all locations are
qualitatively similar, a range of lifetimes and amplitudes is reported because a direct comparison of kinetics collected at different sub-micron locations shows that significant variations in decay kinetics are present on the same film. These location-to-location differences
in excited state lifetime strongly suggests that each film is comprised of microscopic domains that exhibit different excitonic dynamics, a result that is not observed when performing ensemble ultrafast measurements which only provide the spatially averaged film response. As will be discussed below, site-to-site variation is also observed in the transport
properties of the films.

5.2.2 Exciton Transport in Amorphous PCDTBT Thin Films
To measure exciton transport in the polymer thin films, spatially separated PPM is
used to directly image the spatial evolution of the excited state as a function of the pumpprobe delay [7, 117]. Panels A and B of Fig. 5.2 show typical excited state distribution
images at pump-probe delay times ( t ) of 1 ps and 200 ps, respectively, collected by spatially convolving the pump and probe pulses. By integrating the images in panels A and B
(as well as images collected at other time points) along the y-axis, the one-dimensional
distribution profile of the exciton density is found, whose increasing widths (with time)
reflect exciton diffusion through the film. Each density profile can be fit with a Gaussian
function whose time dependent full width at half maximum (fwhm),  (t ) , is given by,
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 (t )    (t0 )2  16ln(2) Dc  t  t0  

1/2

(5.1)

Here  (t0 )2 is the square of the fwhm when t  t0  1 ps and Dc is the local
diffusion constant of the material [35, 36]. In the limit of diffusive motion, plotting

 (t )2   (t0 )2 as a function of pump-probe delay time produces a linear relationship with
a slope that is proportional to Dc as shown in panel C of Fig. 5.2. Because the diffusion
constant is determined by the slope of the line in panel D of Fig. 5.2, the resolution of the
instrument is not limited by the spot size of the pump and probe laser pulses, but rather by
the minimum signal-to-noise level (minimum resolvable slope) of the instrument. The
pump fluence must be kept low to ensure linear excitation and decay dynamics. As a result
of the low excitation fluence and relatively short exciton lifetime, the signal-to-noise level
is lower than one might encounter in an inorganic system [117, 118]. However, diffusion
constants estimated as low as ~ 0.2 cm2/s can be robustly measured in PCDTBT with current instrumentation.
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Figure. 5.2. Exciton transport data from diffraction limited volumes of PCDTBT thin
films. (A and B) Spatially separated images of exciton density in PCDTBT collected
at delay times of 1 ps and 200 ps, respectively. The color scale (A) and scale bar (B)
apply to both panels A and B. (C) Plot of  (t )2   (t0 )2 vs. pump-probe delay time
that shows exciton diffusion along the lateral axis to be 0.51± 0.04 cm2/s. (C) Histogram of 38 exciton diffusivities in PCDTBT collected by PPM. The dashed line
shows the average measured diffusivity of 0.55 cm2/s.

Panel D in Fig. 5.2 shows exciton diffusivity along both the x- and y -axis measured
at 19 individual locations. For 25% of the measurements, the exciton diffusion constant is
below the resolution of the instrument. However, some locations exhibited markedly faster
transport, with a maximum diffusion constant of 1.5 cm2/s. On average, the local diffusivity
of the films was 0.55 cm2/s (dashed line). The average exciton diffusion constant observed
in these sub-micron domains deviates significantly from generally accepted values for polymer films, which range between 10-6 and 10-2 cm2/s depending on the specific electronic
structure and morphology of the polymer as well as the technique used for characterization
[33, 119]. For PCDTBT, an exciton diffusion constant of 1.1104 cm2/s was previously
reported from photoluminescence quenching (PLQ) measurements [113].
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The dramatic difference in diffusion coefficients measured by bulk and micro-scale
characterization approaches indicates that local morphology may play a critical role in exciton transport. To test this hypothesis, thin films were prepared on substrates designed to
macroscopically align the polymer backbones along a particular direction [100, 110, 111].

5.2.3 Macroscopic Alignment of PCDTBT Thin Films
Macroscopic alignment of polymer chains has been demonstrated to increase device scale charge carrier mobility in poly [4-(4,4- dihexadecyl-4H-cyclopenta [1,2-b:5,4b’] dithiophen-2-yl)-alt-[1,2,5] thiadiazol [3,4-c] pyridine] (PCDTPT) by two orders of
magnitude (16.3 cm2/Vs) compared to randomly orientated PCDTPT polymer chains (0.7
cm2/Vs) [110, 111]. Increased charge carrier mobility parallel to polymer chain alignment
can be attributed to increased effective conjugation length of polymer chains that ranges
from 5-10 repeat units, and a reduction in kinks known to act as trap sites [57, 120-122].
Intrachain transport rates reaching 10 cm2/Vs are supported theoretically due to charge delocalization over extended sections of single polymer chains and faster hopping rates associated with intrachain transport [121, 123-126]. Morphological phenomena such as increased interchain connectivity, conjugation length persistence, and individual chain
charge transport occur on length scales spectroscopically accessible only by high spatial
resolution techniques such as PPM. However, inducing macroscopic alignment of polymer
chains described here enhances these effects across increasingly long length scales.
A detailed description of MA PCDTBT thin film sample preparation can be found
in the Methods section below. Briefly, by means of diamond nanoparticle lapping film,
unidirectionally orientated nano-scale grooves are engraved on to a glass substrate. Panel
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A in Fig. 5.3 shows an atomic force microscope (AFM) image of the structured substrate
where the parallel axis denotes the orientation of the grooved substrate along which the
polymers are expected to align themselves. Panel B shows a height profile of the AFM
image taken from the black dashed line in panel A and shows that the grooves are on the
appropriate length scale to allow preferential polymer alignment along the parallel axis.

Figure. 5.3. Structured substrate preparation and steady state characterization of MA
PCDTBT. (A) AFM height image of structured substrate made using 100 nm particle diamond lapping film. (B) Profile of the structured substrate height image taken from the location of the black dashed line in Panel A. (C) Steady state characterization of PCDTBT
thin films. Absorption (solid: normalized to 1) and emission (dashed: normalized by area)
spectra of amorphous and MA PCDTBT thin films (amorphous – black; MA – red).

Spectral evidence of polymer alignment is shown in Panel C of Fig. 5.3 by comparing absorption (solid) and emission (dashed) spectra of both amorphous (black) and MA
(red) PCDTBT thin films (the amorphous thin film absorption and emission spectra are
reproduced from Fig. 5.1-A). The MA PCDTBT shows a ~ 5 nm red shifted absorption
profile. This red shift has been previously correlated to increased conjugation [57, 127]
and/or an increased density of lower energy, higher order states within the polymer network
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[59]. However, the emission spectrum remains relatively unchanged suggesting the lowest
energy, higher order, states are present in both amorphous and MA PCDTBT thin films but
that order may extend over longer distances in the latter [122, 128]. These lowest energy
states correspond to sections of polymer chains with the longest effective conjugation,
which can be 5-10 repeat units (10 – 20 nm for PCDTBT) in length [57].
Spatially separated imaging was then performed on the MA PCDTBT samples to
determine how polymer orientation influences exciton diffusivity. Panel A of Fig. 5.4
shows an example of anisotropic exciton diffusion measured by PPM in macroscopically
aligned PCDTBT thin films. The diffusivity perpendicular (black; Dc = 1.1 ± 0.1 cm2/s)
and parallel (red; Dc = 2.4 ± 0.19 cm2/s) to the polymer alignment differs by 1.3 ± 0.2 cm2/s
indicating that exciton diffusivity may be increased due to favorable intrachain transport
routes present in the MA PCDTBT thin films. Panel B of Fig. 5.4 compares the diffusion
constants measured by PPM on both disordered (red circles) and MA (diamonds; parallelfilled blue, perpendicular-open green) PCDTBT thin films. The average diffusion values
for the disordered polymer ( Dc = 0.55 cm2/s) as well as the perpendicular axis of the MA
PCDTBT ( Dc = 0.67 cm2/s) closely agree and are shown by the corresponding horizontal
lines in panel B of Fig. 5.4. However, macroscopic alignment of the polymer backbones
increased the average exciton diffusivity along the polymer chain by a factor of ~6 ( Dc =
3.2 cm2/s) compared to the disordered PCDTBT. This factor of ten enhancement is consistent with previous work that has shown a factor 5-10 (and greater) increase in mobility
in devices that utilized substrate texturing to align polymer chains [110, 111].
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Figure. 5.4. Exciton diffusion in MA PCDTBT thin films. (A) Comparison of diffusion
parallel (red) and perpendicular (black) with respect to the alignment of the polymer backbone. (B) Comparison of PCDTBT exciton diffusion collected by PPM (amorphous; red
circles, MA; perpendicular: green diamonds, parallel: blue).

Accurate interpretation of exciton diffusion dynamics in complex polymeric networks is complicated by microscale spatial heterogeneity. While bulk characterization of
PCDTBT (and other similar systems) provides a significant foothold for understanding the
complexities of the microscale electronic environment, utilization of high spatial resolution
spectroscopic techniques is necessary to determine accurate photophysical parameters.
Broad distributions of photophysical parameters such as excited state diffusion or mobility
and relaxation times are common for disordered OSP. For example, charge carrier (hole)
mobility values reported in Poly (3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) span 6 orders of magnitude
and are dependent on material deposition, device fabrication, and characterization technique [119, 129, 130]. Similarly, the reported values of exciton diffusivity within this chap-
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ter differ by 2-3 orders of magnitude compared to previously published results [113]. However, exciton diffusion values reported here correlate well with current theoretical and experimental literature that suggests the amorphous nature of PCDTBT thin films results in
highly complex polymeric networks ranging from regions of well-ordered conjugation to
regions of little to no long range ordering of the polymer backbones [125, 131]. Direct
evidence of polymer chain alignment in amorphous PCDTBT thin films has been reported
by time-resolved electron paramagnetic resonance studies which bolsters the hypothesis
made here that microscale exciton diffusivity may be much faster than long range transport
[114, 132]. Further, McGehee and co-workers have forwarded theoretical work that argued
probing shorter length scales of disordered materials results in the observation of excited
state transport rates increased by 2-5 orders of magnitude compared to bulk measurements
[133]. Finally, the non-equilibrium state of the photogenerated exciton population (i.e.
PPM experiments) may also enable transport rates to exceed that of equilibrated excited
state populations such as electrically injected carriers (i.e. field effective transistor measurements) [106, 107]. Therefore, bulk spectroscopic techniques may inaccurately attribute
the effects of material heterogeneity to the inherent exciton transport properties in
PCDTBT, while utilizing PPM and other high spatial resolution spectroscopies, reduces
the uncertainty of ensemble measurements [113, 134, 135].
Experimentally, recent work from the Huang and Ginsberg groups has found unexpectedly fast exciton diffusivity in disordered organic systems. Both groups have recently
reported work toward the characterization of exciton transport properties from diffraction
limited and sub-diffraction limited volumes, respectively, reporting faster exciton diffusion
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than what has been observed by bulk spectroscopic method [16, 108]. Specifically,
Huang’s group has demonstrated that exciton diffusion in micron scale organic molecular
aggregates reaches 3-6 cm2/s, 3-5 times faster than theory suggests [108]. Ginsberg’s research focuses on the development of methodology capable of deconvolving spatial heterogeneity with exciton diffusion [16]. Application of the methodology from Ginsberg’s
group may shed more light on the microscale exciton diffusivity observed here in PCDTBT
thin films. Most recently, exciton diffusivity reaching 0.5 cm2/s was reported as a result of
microscale polymer chain alignment [112].
Considering the experimental results of this chapter and the supporting literature
outlined above, the exciton diffusivity observed in PCDTBT thin films is proposed to be
due largely to localized polymer self-alignment [114]. The long-range ordering presumably
results in increased delocalization of the exciton, increased hopping distances, and increased hopping rates along and between polymer chain lengths. In order to evaluate this
hypothesis a Monte Carlo simulation has been developed to correlate experimental results
with photophysical parameters that are derived from FRET theory.
5.2.4 Morphology Dependent Fӧrster Radius
The mechanism of exciton migration in molecular and polymeric organic systems
has long been modeled by FRET [108, 122, 136-140], which parameterizes hopping
transport in terms of the Fӧrster radius, R0 . To correlate the morphology dependent exciton
diffusivity reported in this manuscript with established FRET theory, the effective Fӧrster
Radius ( R0 ) is calculated from the steady state spectra shown in panel C of Fig. 5.3 by:
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where  is the orientation factor of the donor and acceptor dipoles (  2 = 2/3), QD is the
quantum efficiency of the donor material ( QD = 0.309), and n is the refractive index of the
donor material ( n = 2) [140]. The overlap integral,
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is determined by the spectral overlap of the area-normalized emission spectrum ( FD    )
and absorption cross section (  A ( ) ), where  is in units of nanometers [33]. The maximum amplitude of the PCDTBT absorption cross section is 4 x 104 M-1cm-1 as previously
reported in literature [141]. Resulting R0 values of 2.7 nm and 3.1 nm for the amorphous
and MA PCDTBT bulk thin films, respectively, are similar to R0 values previously calculated in PCDTBT:Fullerene blends [113, 142]. The 0.4 nm increase in the MA PCDTBT

R0 value is due to increased overlap of the absorption and emission spectra as shown in
panel C of Fig. 5.3.
In Fӧrster theory, Dc is dependent on R0 by:
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where N (nm-3) is the chromophore density and  r is the radiative lifetime of the exciton
[137, 143]. The observed exciton lifetime measured by PPM represents the sum of the
radiative and non-radiative exciton relaxation rates. Therefore, it is possible to calculate  r
with the fluorescence quantum efficiency, QD by:

r 

 obs
QD

(5.5)

where  obs is the average exciton lifetime of a biexponential fitting function applied to
excited state decay data from amorphous (  obs = 98 ps) and MA (  obs = 52 ps) PCDTBT
thin films [144]. Assuming the quantum yield does not change between amorphous and
MA thin films,  r is equal to 317 ps and 168 ps, respectively. The significant difference in
lifetime is most likely due to enhanced interchain relaxation mechanisms in the case of the
MA PCDTBT thin films that manifest as shorter lifetime components [59].
Figure 5.5 shows a plot of Dc as a function of  r described by Eq. 5.4, for both the
amorphous (solid black) and MA (solid red) PCDTBT thin films R0 values while N is
held constant at 1 chromophore/nm3 [145]. Also shown in Fig. 5.5 are the average exciton
diffusion values found experimentally (MA Parallel Diffusion: red dashed, Amorphous:
black dashed) and previously published (green dashed) [113]. The relationship plotted in
Fig. 5.5 shows that if exciton diffusion constants in amorphous PCDTBT thin films were
as low as previously reported (PLQ: 10-4 cm2/s) [113],  r would need to be greater than 40
ns, while reported singlet exciton lifetimes in PCDTBT and other OSPs are typically below
5 ns [133, 144]. In the same way, the diffusion constants reported in this manuscript do not
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accurately correspond to the radiative lifetime calculated from PPM data, and R0 values
calculated from steady state spectra. The discrepancy between reasonable singlet exciton
radiative lifetimes in PCDTBT and observed exciton diffusivity may have two causes.
First, PLQ does not characterize diffusivity in the absence of a quenching molecule, exclude effects caused by polymer/quencher aggregation, account for inconsistencies across
multiple film preparations, or probe non-fluorescing excitons [16, 33, 146, 147]. Second,
the simple FRET model traditionally applied to these systems, may fail when exciton delocalization along polymer chains extends significantly farther than nearest neighbor distances as is hypothesized in this chapter [139].

Figure. 5.5. Plot of exciton diffusion constant vs. exciton radiative lifetime described by Eq. 5.4. The solid black and red
traces correspond to R0 values corresponding to amorphous
and MA PCDTBT, respectively ( N = 1 nm-3).
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5.2.5 Monte Carlo Simulation
In an effort to explain the discrepancy between exciton diffusivity reported here
and what is suggested by Fӧrster theory, a course-grain MC simulation is developed to
determine the influence of polymer alignment, hopping distance, and energy transfer rate.
Two separate simulation scenarios are presented here, amorphous and MA PCDTBT,
shown in panels A and B of Fig. 5.6, respectively. Within each polymer network, individual
polymer chains are treated as rigid rods with a standard length of 94 nm determined by the
average length of the experimental PCDTBT samples [145]. The use of rigid rod polymers
reduces the parametric ambiguity arising from morphological trap concentration and chain
flexibility and have also been used previously to model simple diffusive transport in polymer networks [121]. Within the limit of power independent relaxation dynamics, excitons
do not interact with each other and therefore single exciton MC simulations can be executed sequentially until the simulation converges to a singular value for exciton diffusivity.
The spatial polymer distribution is defined to be large enough that excitons do not interact
with the simulation boundaries.
The MC simulation evaluates exciton migration through a series of intra- and interchain hopping events weighted by both the spatial location of the exciton and the relative
transport mechanism rates. First, intrachain transport rates are held greater than or equal to
interchain transport rates as proposed by previous theoretical work [125]. Second, interchain transport is given a nonzero probability if and only if a neighboring polymer is within
the hopping range of the exciton. Interchain hopping is also restricted to transfer between
the exciton location and the nearest neighboring polymer chain location. Third, excitons
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are restricted to intrachain transport within the length of the polymer and the probability of
interchain transport is not varied as a function of exciton location along the polymer chain.
At the end of the simulation, the final location of the exciton is compared to the starting
location. The separation distance which is equivalent to diffusion length ( LD ) is used to
calculate Dc as described elsewhere [33].
Panel C of Fig. 5.6 graphically depicts the hopping event options dependent on the
position of the exciton. Panel C-1 and C-2 represent two separate situations where the exciton is either limited to intrachain hopping events (C-1) or spatially aligned with a nearby
polymer allowing for interchain transport (C-2). Panel C-3 demonstrates the spatial restriction an exciton encounters at the end of a polymer chain.

Figure. 5.6. Depiction of polymer morphology used in MC simulations.
(A and B) Simulation of randomly orientated and MA polymer networks,
respectively. The scale bar in panel B applies to both A and B. (C) Spatially dependent hopping transport mechanisms depicted within a sub portion of a simulated disordered polymer network. The green arrows of C13 denote optional hopping events determined by the spatial location of the
exciton (red circles).
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The MC simulation is dependent on only two variables other than morphology,
hopping distance (  ) and rate ( khop ). These two parameters can be related to the exciton
diffusivity in the MC simulation by:
Dc 

 2 khop

(5.6)

3

where the right side is weighted by a coefficient of 1/3 when the three hopping possibilities
(left or right intrachain, interchain) are of equal probability [33, 148]. Equation 5.6 holds
for a morphologically unrestricted system (perfectly crystalline). However, in the limit that
there are constraints (polymer networks), the transport will not reach this value.
The hopping distance  can be related to R0 (as calculated above: MA: 3.1 nm,
Amorphous: 2.7 nm). Similarly, the hopping rate ( khop ) can be calculated using Fӧrster
theory by:

khop

1 R 
  0
r  d 

6

(5.7)

where d (1 nm) is the distance between chromophores [149]. When applying the previously calculated values of R0 and  r in this manuscript, the hopping rate is found to be 2.8
ps-1 and 3.1 ps-1 for amorphous and MA PCDTBT thin films, respectively. The increased
transfer rate of the MA PCDTBT samples is a direct result of the increased spectral overlap
between the steady state absorption and emission bands (Fig. 5.3). While R0 is a valid
starting parameter for  , insertion into equation 5.6 along with the calculated values of
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khop fails to estimate experimental values of exciton diffusivity. To account for the discrepancy, exciton diffusivities similar to the average values shown in Fig. 5.4 and the calculated
values of khop , are used to calculate alternative values for  using Eq. 5.6. Under these
conditions,  is found to be equal to 8 nm and 22 nm for amorphous ( Dc = 0.55 cm2/s,

khop =2.7 ps-1) and MA ( Dc = 5.0 cm2/s, khop =3.1 ps-1) PCDTBT thin films, respectively.
Although 8-22 nm hopping distances are significantly higher than the calculated values of

R0 , they closely reflect polymer chain persistence lengths reported in the literature [57,
120].
Figure 5.7 summarizes the MC simulation results collected while varying the exciton hopping distance and the ratio of intrachain: interchain transport mechanism rates. The
dashed lines in Fig. 5.7 denote the average experimental exciton diffusivities in amorphous
(black: 0.55 cm2/s) and MA (parallel; red: 3.2 cm2/s) PCDTBT thin films as well as previously published exciton diffusion values (green: 10-4 cm2/s) [113]. Simulation results
shown with open markers assume khop is equal to 2.8 ps-1 and 3.1 ps-1 for amorphous (black)
and MA (red), respectively. Like-colored traces are further distinguished by circle, square,
or triangular markers that correspond to intrachain: interchain transport rate rations of
100:1, 10:1, and 1:1, respectively.
For both amorphous and MA polymer simulations, increasing  results in exciton
diffusivity approaching an asymptotic limit on the log scale when  > 8 nm for the amorphous morphology and when  > 15 for the MA morphology. While increasing the interchain transport rate delays the onset of the asymptotic limit, the simulation still does not
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converge to the experimental values of exciton diffusivity for either polymer morphology.
Notably, previously published exciton diffusivity (10-4 cm2/s) is well reproduced when 
= 0.1 nm. The repeat unit of PCDTBT is roughly 2 nm meaning that if  = 0.1 nm, excitons
would not transfer to an adjacent repeat unit in a single hop [145].
The values of R0 and khop initially used in the MC simulation are derived from bulk
measurements. However, the site-to-site values may vary drastically due to morphological
heterogeneity, and nonequilibrium transport [59, 114]. Due to the observation that increasing the hopping distance (8-22 nm) beyond what is predicted by Fӧrster theory results in
better agreement between experiment and theory, the logical next step is to evaluate the
remaining variable from Eq. 5.6, khop . The traces indicated by the solid triangular markers
in Fig. 5.7 demonstrate the effects of increasing khop by a factor of two relative to Fӧrster
theory (amorphous: 5.4 ps-1, MA: 6.2 ps-1) while the intrachain: interchain transport rate
ratio is held at 1:1. Under the conditions of increased hopping distance and rate compared
to what is predicted by FRET, results of the MC simulation begin to converge with experimental values.
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Figure. 5.7. MC simulation results. Dashed lines designate the exciton diffusivities published previously (green), and reported in this manuscript (Amorphous: black, MA: red).
The solid black and red traces correspond to simulation results from amorphous and MA
polymer morphology. The solid traces are further distinguished by the marker shape, and
fill. Open markers represent simulations executed assuming the exciton hopping rate defined by Fӧrster theory, while the filled markers represent a hopping rate two times
greater. The shape of the marker represents the order of magnitude that the interchain
transport is decreased relative to the intrachain transport rate (circle: 2, square: 1, triangle:
0).

While the simulations described above provides insight into the parameters that are
relevant to transport in the polymer films, there are well known limitations with FRET
theory, particularly in condensed phase samples. For example, it is well known that FRET
theory fails as the point-dipole approximation breaks down, as is the case when the chromophore density and size increases [139]. Conjugated segments of PCDTBT polymer
chains (treated as single chromophores) may extend 10-20 nm, possibly enabling exciton
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delocalization across significant lengths scales [57, 120]. As a result, exciton transport
would become a convolution of exciton delocalization and point to point hopping which
may not be comprehensively explained by a simple Fӧrster radius.
Increasing the sophistication of the MC simulation, to account for non-uniform effective conjugation (chromophore) length within individual polymer chains, energy dependent transport rates, and interchromophore dipole-dipole orientation may result in a
more accurate understanding of exciton diffusivity in OSPs. However, the simple coarse
grain MC model developed here provides insight into material transport parameters necessary to reproduce the experimental data. Specifically, using the MC simulation has determined that increased conjugation length, hopping distance/exciton delocalization, and
transport rate are all likely to contribute to the spatially varying exciton diffusivity observed
in amorphous and MA PCDTBT thin films.
To confirm the effects of spatially varying polymer chain morphology on exciton
diffusivity in PCDTBT thin films, future experiments will seek to correlate spatially resolved emission spectra with localized exciton diffusivity. As suggested in bulk steady
state emission spectra, a red shift in spatially resolved emission should accurately map on
to increased local exciton diffusivity. A second possible experimental direction is to vary
the excitation energy (pump wavelength). Probing the exciton dynamics under the conditions of increased, or decreased photoexcitation energy may prove to elucidate effects of
non-equilibrium excited state dynamics on localized exciton diffusivity.
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5.3 Conclusion

In this chapter direct observation of exciton diffusion in disordered PCDTBT thin
films by PPM is reported, averaging 0.55 cm2/s in amorphous thin films and increasing
by 10-fold along polymer chains that are macroscopically aligned. MC simulations are
also utilized to evaluate the effects polymer self-organization have on localized exciton
diffusion with respect to hopping distance, exciton delocalization, and hopping rates. Exciton diffusivity in disordered OSPs has been thought to be 2-4 orders of magnitude lower
than most classical crystalline semiconductors. However, the highly-localized polymer
orientation dependent exciton diffusivity reported in this chapter presents a promising
handle to increase the utilization of low cost polymer based organic optoelectronic components in place of the current inorganic semiconductor technologies. The effects of polymer orientation reported in this chapter also suggest that OPV PCEs may increase beyond
the current values by leveraging polymer alignment across macroscopic length scales.

5.4 Methods

5.4.1 PCDTBT Thin Film Preparation
A 3.6 mg/ml solution of PCDTBT (Mw = 20 - 45 KDa; Solaris Inc.) in chlorobenzene or dichlorobenzene was stirred at room temperature for 22 hours before being drop
cast onto a glass microscope slide under a N2 atmosphere. The sample was then allowed to
dry completely before being covered with a microscope coverslip and sealed using an
epoxy.
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5.4.2 Structured Substrate Preparation and MA PCDTBT Deposition
Macroscopic alignment of polymer chains was achieved by microscopically structuring the sample substrate. To structure the glass substrate, diamond lapping film (particle size 100 nm) was used as part of a homebuilt substrate scratching apparatus shown in
Fig. 5.8. The microscope slide is mounted on the underside of part A while the diamond
lapping film is adhered to the top of part B. Part B is mounted on a dovetail rail system
allowing it to be manually translated across the stationary microscope slide and produce
nanoscale grooves as shown in Fig. 5.3. A drop of deionized water was deposited between
the glass substrate and the diamond lapping film, and the films were passed over the substrate roughly 2.5 meters. The substrate was then cleaned using acetone to remove any
debris. In order to encourage the preferential orientation of the polymer backbones along
the structured axis, directional evaporation of the drop cast polymers is performed while
the substrate is also angled (13°) during the drop casting procedure [111].

Figure 5.8. Image of home-built substrate scratcher. The microscope slide is
mounted on the underside of part A and the diamond lapping film is adhered to
the top of part B. Part B is able to unidirectionally translate to engrave nanoscale
grooves on the surface of the microscope slide.
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TOWARD DIRECT IMAGING OF SUB-10 NM CARRIER DIFFUSION LENGTHS
BY DIFFERENTIAL DETECTION PUMP-PROBE MICROSCOPY
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Montana 59717, United States
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6.1 Introduction

Utilizing pump-probe microscopy (PPM) enables the characterization of
microscale excited state diffusivity with diffraction limited spatial resolution, the results of
which contribute substantially to an understanding of transport at sub-micron length scales.
However, phenomena such as early time nonequilibrium diffusion and diffusion across
regions of spatially varying materials such as OSPs can obscure the accurate
characterization by traditional methodology. Additionally, solution processed disordered
semiconducting materials often have diffusion constants  1 cm2/s, far lower than their
inorganic single crystalline counterparts [1, 2, 23, 24, 117, 118]. While disordered
semiconducting materials have a significant advantage over traditional single crystal
materials with respect to their low cost of fabrication and reduced environmental impact,
in extreme cases, accurate characterization of low diffusivity excited states, or spatially and
temporally varying diffusion, will inevitably require measurements of carrier diffusion on
sub-10 nm length scales. Therefore, developing spectroscopic tools that can accurately
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characterize excited state transport on sub-10 nm length scales is important to maximize
the potential of disordered semiconductors in optoelectronic and photocatalytic
applications [4, 29, 150, 151].
Previous chapters demonstrated that, by using PPM, the rate of excited state diffusion can be determined with diffraction limited spatial resolution [6-8]. However, when
attempting to detect excited state diffusion on sub picosecond time scales or sub-10 nm
length scales, deconvolving instrument noise and excited state diffusion becomes increasingly difficult. The remainder of this chapter will outline the experimental design of differential detection pump probe microscopy (DDPPM). DDPPM is a novel spectroscopic
approach designed to characterize excited state diffusion in complex materials systems on
length scales inaccessible by current methodology. Here, the experimental viability of
DDPPM is tested on a single crystal Silicon wafer, while the sensitivity of DDPPM to
diffusive motion is theoretically evaluated. Finally, the limitations of DDPPM and future
directions for technique development are discussed.

6.2 Results and Discussion

6.2.1 Excited State Diffusion
The diffusion of photoexcited species in semiconducting materials can be described
by:

dN
N
 Dc 2 N 
dt


(6.1)
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where N is the concentration of excited states, Dc is the material diffusion constant,  is
the Laplace operator, and  is the excited state lifetime [33]. Diffusive motion results in
the transport of carriers from regions of high concentration to regions of lower concentration. Utilizing PPM, the diffusive motion of excited state species is measured by directly
imaging the time dependent spatial evolution of the excited state population [7, 117, 118].
This process has been described in detail within chapters 1 and 5. The diffusion length

 LD 

of excited states during an interval,  , can be expressed in terms of the diffusion

constant via,

LD  2ZDc

(6.2)

where Z is a dimensionality coefficient equal to 1, 2, or 3 corresponding to 1, 2 or 3dimensional diffusion [33]. The relationship between diffusivity and diffusion length is
shown in Fig. 6.1 for Z  2 . The four traces represent the carrier diffusion length as a
function of time following photoexcitation while the diffusivity is varied over 4 orders of
magnitude (red: 10 cm2/s, orange: 1.0 cm2/s, green: 0.1 cm2/s, blue: 0.01 cm2/s). Figure 6.1
shows that under the conditions of low diffusivity and/or short time delays, determining
the excited state diffusion length by optical methods such as PPM is challenging due to the
diffraction limit of light (~200 nm) [37].
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Figure. 6.1. Excited state carrier diffusion length as a
function of time ( ) and diffusivity as described by Eq. 6.2.
The four colored traces range 4 orders of magnitude in
carrier diffusivity as described by the legend.

Here, the development of DDPPM demonstrates progress toward the detection of
excited state diffusion with sensitivity to diffusive motion far below the diffraction limit
and improved signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) compared to traditional PPM. Using multiple
probe pulses to cancel the spectroscopic contributions of excited states that have not exited
the excitation volume is a novel experimental design and presents potential methodology
to use for accurate characterization of excited state diffusivity.

6.2.2 Experimental Development of DDPPM
Figure 6.2 depicts the experimental requirements of DDPPM. Panel A shows the
experimental schematic where each of the two probe arms are modulated by an AOM. The
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two AOMs are electronically coupled to simultaneously reduce the 80 MHz repetition rate
of the Ti:Sapphire oscillator to 8 MHz and chop the pulse train at 98 KHz. The two probe
pulses are further differentiated from one another by an inverter logic chip that creates a
180° phase offset between the two probe pulse trains. The timing of the probe pulses is
shown in panel C of Fig. 6.2 by the green and orange pulses. One probe arm (green) is
directed onto a delay stage to allow temporal separation (  p p ) between the two probe
pulses. A 50:50 beamsplitter is then used to recombine the two probe arms (green and
orange) before being directed toward a set of galvanometer mirrors for spatial variation of
the probe pulse on the sample surface. The pump arm shown in panel A (blue) is directed
to an AOM that reduces the repetition rate of the laser to 8 MHz and simultaneously
operates on a 50% duty cycle (1.4 MHz). A second translation stage in the path of the pump
arm controls the temporal separation between the pump and both probe pulses ( t ) as
shown in the top portion of panel B. The pump and probe arms are recombined, colinearly
directed to a microscope objective (100X, 0.9 NA), and focused to diffraction limited spot
sizes on the sample surface.
Spatially separated imaging (as described in chapters 1 and 5) is performed using
one probe, or both, to obtain time dependent distribution or differential distribution images
of the photoexcited population. In DDPPM, the two temporally separated pump-probe
interactions serve to reduce uncertainty of the observed diffusive motion by canceling the
signal from any excited states that have not diffused away from the initial point of
excitation over the time period of  p p . The signal cancellation is depicted in the bottom
portion of panel B where I (t   p p ) is the charge distribution of carriers prior to
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diffusive motion and is 180° out of phase with the charge distribution, I (t ) , that has
diffused over the time period of  p p . The red trace in panel B of Fig. 6.2 depicts the
detected differential distribution signal ( I ) whose amplitude and width are proportional
to carriers that have diffused beyond the initial excitation volume over the time period of

 p p .
Detection of this differential signal is accomplished by first, an optical homodyne
of the probe pulses using an amplified photodiode. However, since there are two probe
pulse trains it is necessary to distinguish the individual contributions. By electronically
mixing the detected signal frequency from the photodetector with the frequency of the
pump modulation as the local oscillator (1.4 MHz), the transient signal is shifted to the low
frequency modulation of the probe pulse train (98 KHz) [152]. The 180° phase offset of
the two probe pulse trains results in the lock in amplification of the two pump-probe signals
with opposing signs (positive or negative). The opposing values allow for selective
spectroscopic cancelation of the excited states within the initial excitation volume [152].
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Figure 6.2. Experimental design of DDPPM. (A) Instrument Schematic. The pump and
probe arms are generated from a Ti:Sapphire oscillator. The pump arm is modulated to 8
MHz and chopped at 1.4 MHz by an AOM before being directed onto a translation stage
to control the pump-probe delay time. The probe arm is divided to produce the necessary
two probe pulses. Both probes are modulated to 8 MHz and chopped at 98 KHz using a
Boolean logic circuit. The two probe beams are recombined and directed onto a set of
Galvanometer mirrors in order to spatially separate the pump and probes. (B) Depiction of
pulse timing and differential detection of diffused carriers. (C) Pulse modulation scheme.
The green and orange pulses represent the two probe beams at an 8 MHz repetition rate
modulated out of phase from on another at 98 KHz. The blue pulses represent the pump
beam which was modulated at 8MHz and chopped at 1.4 MHz.

6.2.3 DDPPM Data Analysis
To test the versatility of DDPPM, the diffusion of free carriers in a single crystal
Silicon wafer is measured where Dc  18 cm2/s [153]. First, using PPM to measure the excited state diffusion by the conventional method of spatially separated imaging as described
in chapters 1 and 5 and then by DDPPM [117, 118]. The data in Fig. 6.3 was collected
using 550 nm (super continuum generation using photonic crystal fiber) excitation and 800
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nm (fundamental wavelength) probe wavelengths. The results of the standard PPM measurements are shown in panels A and B of Fig. 6.3. Panel A shows carrier density distributions at varying pump-probe delay times, while panel B shows the average diffusivity (solid
black: 10.7 cm2/s) of 10 measurements (5 locations in both the x and y dimensions). The
dashed lines show the values one standard deviation away from the average value. Even
though the data presented in panel B was collected on a single crystal Si wafer, the diffusivity values vary significantly. This variability demonstrates the uncertainty of traditional
PPM methodology despite the material uniformity.

Figure 6.3. Comparison of PPM and DDPPM data. (A) Example of charge carrier distribution profiles collected at pump-probe delay times of 0, 10 and 60 ps. (B) The average
diffusivity measured in a single crystal silicon wafer at 5 locations in both the x and y
dimensions (N=10). The dashed lines indicate  1 standard deviation. (C, D, E) Differential
detection profiles (black circles) collected with increasing delay times between the two
probe pulses. The red traces indicate the differential fitting function used to extract the
material diffusion constant as described below.
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PPM data is processed by first fitting multiple time dependent excited state distributions with Gaussian functions (Fig. 6.3, panel A) and then using a linear fit to determine
the rate of diffusion (Fig. 6.3, panel B) [87, 117, 118]. DDPPM does not require the collection of multiple time dependent spatially separated images. Instead, one differential profile is needed which is encoded with temporal information because of the time delay between the two probe pulses. The only other data required is the spatial distribution profiles
of both pump-probe signals when t and t   p p are equal to 0 ps. These two
distributions are used as starting parameters for the fitting process. Here, each starting
parameter distribution profile is fit by the product of Gaussian and Lorentzian functions (

 L  G ) . The full differential signal can then be fit by:
DifferentialModel   L  G 1    D, x, t    L  G 2

(6.3)

where  L  G 1 and  L  G 2 are the initial carrier distributions when t = 0 and t   p p
= 0, respectively. The solution to the diffusion equation (   D, x, t  ) is modeled by:
  Dc , x, t  

  x2 
A
 Exp 
.
4 Dct
 4 Dc t 

(6.4)

Here A is a normalization factor that accounts for decay in the signal amplitude of  L  G 1
over the time duration of  p p . The convolution in Eq. 6.3 of  L  G 1 and   Dc , x, t 
produces the distribution profile equivalent to I (t ) in panel B of Fig. 6.2, while the
excited state distibution fit by  L  G 2 is equivalent to I (t   p p ) . The elegance of this
fitting technique is that the initial distributions can be fit with an arbitrary fitting function
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to precisely match the optical systems point spread function. In the case of spatially
separated imaging that results in perfectly Gaussian charge distributions, Eq. 6.3 simplifies
to the difference between two gaussian distributions while accounting for the diffusive
expansion of the first term.
Using the fitting method outlined above, three example profiles collected with
DDPPM are shown in panels C, D, and E of Fig. 6.3 while  p p is equal to 10 ps, 25 ps,
and 76 ps, respectively. Across these three examples, the extracted diffusivity averages
11.7cm2/s while the error of each measurement is only ~2%. In comparison, the error in
the standard PPM measurements is ~17%. This direct comparison of the two methods
demonstrates the potential of DDPPM to provide significantly more accurate
characterization of excited state diffusivity.
Close examination of the differential data in panels C, D, and E of Fig. 6.3 reveals
the nonlinear relationship of the maximum signal amplitude of the differential signal with
respect to  p p . This nonlinearity is a result of competing factors affecting the amplitude
and/or width of the differential signal. At short time delays (  p p  10 ps) the differential
signal is primarily due to the small fraction of photoexcited carriers that have diffused away
from the localized excitation while having relatively little time to relax to the ground state
(panel C). At later times ( 20   p p  50 ps, panel D), the differential signal amplitude
increases as more excited states diffuse away from the localized excitation. The differential
signal amplitude continues to increase as long as diffusive motion outweighs the effects of
excited state relaxation. Panel E in Fig. 6.3 shows that at long delay times (  p p  50 ps)
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the differential signal amplitude decreases. Both the spatial expansion of the profile due to
diffusion, and relaxation of excited states results in the decreasing amplitude of the differential signal.

6.3 Theoretical Investigation of DDPPM Sensitivity

Results shown in Fig. 6.3 confirm the effectiveness of DDPPM as a novel method
for quantifying excited state diffusivity. However, a more important goal of DDPPM is to
provide a spectroscopic technique with increased sensitivity to sub-10 nm diffusion lengths
in complex disordered semiconducting materials. The minimum diffusion length that can
be measured with DDPPM is limited by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the instrument.
For the data presented in Fig. 6.3 (which reflects noise levels that are typical of
experimental data), that level is estimated to be on the order of 5:1. A SNR of 5:1 will
herein be assumed as the minimal acceptable limit in order to collect resolvable DDPPM
data. This section describes simulations performed to quantify the minimum resolvable
diffusion length given practical detection limits of DDPPM.
The simulations are carried out using Eq. 6.3, where an initial excited state
distribution profile (  L  G 1 ) is generated with a single exponential decay lifetime of 100
ps. The diffusion of the profile is described by the convolution of  L  G 1 and Eq. 6.4. The
amplitude of a second excited state distribution, equivalent to  L  G 2 , is set to precisely
cancel the transient signal of  L  G 1 with respect to  p p . Figure 6.4 summarizes
simulation results by plotting the SNR of the simulated differential signal profiles as a
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function of LD , which is correlated to the  p p with respect to the modeled diffusivity.
The panels are distinguished by the modeled excited state diffusivity (A: 10 cm 2/s, B: 1.0
cm2/s, and C: 0.1 cm2/s), and the traces within each panel correspond to the initial SNR of
the simulated  L  G 1 (circles: 1000:1, squares: 100:1, and triangles: 10:1).

Figure 6.4. Differential signal SNR simulation results. (A, B, C) The SNR
of the differential signal is plotted as a function of diffusion length on the
bottom axis and  p p on the top axis. The triangle, square, and circle

traces in each individual panel represent the initial  L  G 1 SNRs of 10:1,
100:1, and 1000:1, respectively. The excited state diffusivity is varied in
each panel as (A) Dc = 10 cm2/s, (B) Dc = 1.0 cm2/s, and (C) Dc = 0.1 cm2/s.
The blue dashed line in each panel denotes the assumed minimal resolvable
SNR of 5:1.
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The results of the simulation presented in Fig. 6.4 show that the experimental viability of DDPPM is intrinsically coupled to the SNR threshold and the temporal resolution
of the optical system. Given the rates of diffusion in panels A, B, and C, the average diffusion length of an excited state is 10 nm at delay times of 0.025 ps, 0.25 ps, and 2.5 ps,
respectively. Only in the case of panel A, where carrier diffusivity is 10 cm2/s, does the
differential signal rise above the SNR threshold (5:1), which is denoted by the blue dashed
lines in all panels. When the carrier diffusivity is decreased to 1 cm2/s as shown in panel
B, the differential signal fails to rise above the SNR threshold unless the initial amplitude
of the transient response SNR is raised to 1000:1, an experimentally unlikely level. Panel
C shows that in the case of still lower carrier diffusivity (0.1 cm2/s), the differential signal
amplitude falls 2-5 orders of magnitude below the SNR threshold.
The results of this modeling indicate several avenues that can be pursued to enable
detection of sub-10 nm excited state diffusion lengths. Primarily, increasing the SNR of
the current instrumentation would enable the application of DDPPM to the measurement
of sub-10 nm diffusive motion. Reducing the noise level of the instrumentation may be
achieved through modified detection techniques or by implementing more complex pulse
modulation schemes [154]. Second, increasing the temporal resolution of the current experimental design will also allow for detection of increasingly shorter diffusion lengths.
While the pulse width of the current instrumentation is ~100 fs, it is possible to utilize pulse
compression techniques to obtain pulse widths of ~10 fs [155]. The combination of these
two experimental modifications may push the capabilities of DDPPM past the SNR restrictions described above.
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6.4 Conclusion

The results reported in this chapter demonstrate that DDPPM can detect diffusive
motion of photoexcited species in semiconducting materials with improved accuracy and
sensitivity compared to traditional PPM. However, the results of simulations suggest that
the differential signal amplitudes of DDPPM are below the resolvable detection limit in
the case of sub-10 nm diffusive motion. Still, the technique shows promise toward the detection of excited state diffusivity well below the diffraction limit of light. Further development of DDPPM promises to yield a novel material characterization technique that uncovers photophysical properties of disordered semiconducting materials, photocatalytic
thin films, and nanoscale optoelectronic devices previously hidden by ensemble averaging
in bulk spectroscopic characterization methods.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

7.1 Summary

The common goal throughout this dissertation is to provide accurate understanding
of, and to develop novel spectroscopic techniques to study the photophysics of heterogenous materials. Chapters 2-4 provide a detailed description of the experimental and theoretical efforts toward the development of novel spectroscopic techniques that are uniquely
able to both surpass the diffraction limit and obtain time resolved spectroscopic data from
a sub-diffraction limited volume of the material. SPPM and LF-SSEM represent feasible
methods for surpassing the diffraction limit of light by a factor of two (~100 nm, SPPM)
and theoretically as much as seven-fold (~ 30 nm, LF-SSEM). Similarly, chapter 6 demonstrates the development and effectiveness of a novel technique (DDPPM) that has the potential to measure excited state diffusion lengths below ~10 nm with increased sensitivity
compared to PPM. The combination of SPPM, LF-SSEM, and DDPPM shows the capability of utilizing far-field optical techniques to characterize both the spatial evolution of
carriers with sub diffraction limited sensitivity and the relaxation dynamics of excited
states from sub diffraction limited volumes.
Chapter 5 focuses on the material characterization of PCDTBT, which constitutes
the active layer of many high efficiency OPVs and other organic optoelectronic devices.
The microscale exciton diffusivity reported in this thesis of 0.55 cm2/s (in amorphous thin
films) changes the fundamental understanding of exciton diffusion in OSPs. Further, the
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demonstration of polymer chain alignment to increase exciton diffusivity to ~3.2 cm2/s and
the development of a coarse grain MC simulation serve to disentangle the effects of photophysical parameters in OSP systems. Leveraging the effects of microscale polymer alignment will enable increased exciton transport and dissociation, improving the efficacy of
OSPs in nanoscale optoelectronic devices and photovoltaic applications.
In summary, this dissertation, and the resulting publications contribute significantly
to the nanoscale research community. Specifically, three spectroscopic techniques have
been developed, SPPM, LF-SSEM, and DDPPM, that provide unique characterization
methodology to study complex materials systems. Further, the data reported on microscale
exciton diffusivity in PCDTBT demonstrates the importance of basic scientific research
leading toward improved OSP applications. The remainder of this chapter will describe the
opportunities for continuing development of superresolution techniques and the continuing
investigation of PCDTBT photophysics.

7.2 Future Directions

7.2.1 High Spatial Resolution Spectroscopic Method Development
SPPM and LF-SSEM represent first iterations of techniques with significant potential for use in nanoscale materials characterization. While fluorescence base superresolution techniques have become highly marketable products, label-free sub-diffraction limit
spectroscopic techniques remain comparatively undeveloped. Specific to the further development of SPPM, is the application of a two-dimensionally structured excitation profile.
The theoretical modeling of two-dimensional resolution enhancement was discussed in
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chapter 3, but these theoretical predictions have yet to be experimentally realized. Further,
higher numerical aperture objectives, exploitation of saturated absorption, and higher order
nonlinear processes will lead to an even greater increase in experimental spatial resolution.
Similarly, DDPPM shows the potential to produce novel findings related to the
mechanisms of excited state transport in disordered materials with relatively slow excited
state diffusivity. However, utilization of DDPPM is limited by the signal-to-noise threshold
of current optical instrumentation. Therefore, further development of DDPPM will require
advanced methods of detection which could include modified pulse modulation schemes
or the development of higher sensitivity detection techniques.

7.2.2 Characterization of PCDTBT Devices
PCDTBT is a promising candidate for use in nanoscale optoelectronic devices.
Therefore, it is necessary to characterize the carrier mobility in PCDTBT in the presence
of an external electric field. Important questions that remain to be answered include if free
carriers behave in a similar fashion to excitons across nanometer length scales and the difference between microscale electron and hole mobility in PCDTBT under the presence of
an external electric field.
In order to study carrier transport under the influence of an external electric field,
it is necessary to develop microscale polymer devices designed with a basic transistor geometry [134]. Figure 7.1 shows an illustration of the transistor geometry where gold contacts act as the source and drain so that an electric field can be driven across a 35 µm
channel of polymer thin film. The external electric field applied to the polymer will result
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in dissociation of the photoexcited exciton into free carriers. Utilizing PPM, it will be possible to track those carriers using diffraction limited spatial resolution and femtosecond
temporal resolution. Therefore, the spatial evolution of both electrons and holes will be
observed in counter-propagating directions with respect to the externally applied electric
field.

Figure 7.1. Basic geometry of PCDTBT transistor devices. The source and
drain are thermally deposited gold, structured using an in house designed
shadow mask.

Characterization of PCDTBT in device structures utilizing PPM is a necessary next step in understanding how local heterogeneity influences excited state
dynamics of complex polymeric systems. Applying device geometries to the varying film morphologies discussed in chapter 5 will further determine the effects of
polymer alignment in nanoscale regions of OSP thin films.
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